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A Stylish
Addition

G

enerations of experience and
distinctive British design are
the foundation of the Romo
brand. Renowned for its assorted library
of classic and contemporary fabrics and
wallcoverings, Romo offers a diverse style
and timeless elegance enriched with a
sophisticated colour palette.
Through an exclusive collaboration
with renowned rug manufacturer Louis
de Poortere, Romo has designed a
striking collection of textural flat weave
and luxurious hand tufted rugs featuring
timeless Romo designs. Using alluring
soft chenilles and sumptuous wool
yarns, Romo’s finest designs have
been expertly reinterpreted as exquisite
floorcoverings.

FLAT WEAVE
RUGS

W

oven with soft chenille, Villa Nova’s range
of flat weave rugs incorporate subtle
variations of colour and interesting
textures. Using intricate woven details, these stunning
rugs perfectly capture the essence of the original Villa
Nova fabric.
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UPHOLSTERY

LEATHER
SYNTHETIC

FABRICS
CUSTOM

FURNITURE
Combining artistry and craftsmanship Kohler’s Artist Editions
basin collection adds personality to any bathroom. The featured
Derring basin epitomizes the collection with textural pattern
and artisanal glazes.

ANNAHIDE BONDED

LEATHER

www.africa.kohler.com

Taylor’s blind product range comprises systems, fabrics and
materials. The systems have a modular structure, a clean design
and have been specially developed for easy assembly, installation
and user-friendliness. The variety in systems, colours, materials
and designs offer endless possibilities for every functionality,
atmosphere and style.
www.taylorblinds.co.za - Tel: 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)

FROM IDEA - TO INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
From the purity of a fine design through to it’s finished
form as furniture of unsurpassed style. See how a
creative concept finds it’s life in the most beautiful of
ways when you choose quality Italian leather from
Emmay Trading. Crafting, accenting and realizing
your vision - from idea to ideal.

IMPORTERS & DISTRIBUTORS
Upholstery Leather | Fabrics | Custom Furniture | Components

For more information on
products and services kindly visit:
WWW.EMMAYTRADING.CO.ZA
+27 (83) 700 4067
+27 (0) 11 822 4727
info@emmaytrading.co.za

EMMAYTRADING
& PROCUREMENT

Unit 8, Evergreen Park
471 Sam Green St
Tunney Ext 9
Germiston 1401
South Africa
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NO HIDDEN AREAS
Allows for easy and fast cleaning.

DFI COATING
A stain resistant coating that
ensures effortless cleaning.

100% TRULY
RIMLESS BOWL
Designed to prevent the hidden
build-up of stains and dirt.

EASY LIFT SEAT
Designed to limit contact for
hygienic purposes.

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT
africa.kohler.com | +27 11 050 9000 | contact.africa@kohler.com

DESIGNING WAYS reserves the right to edit, amend and/or abridge any manuscript submitted for publication.
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FROM THE
EDITOR

ENHANCE YOUR
WORK SPACE

Past, present, future

I

t is hard to believe that the first quarter
of the year has already flown by and
that we are already sitting in April.
Some say the older you get, the faster the
time seems to go by, but I think it has more
to do with our fast-paced lives brought on
my all the advancements in technology.
It becomes very hard to simply switch off
from the ongoing activities of the outside
world. People are in search of tactile
experiences and products, and I believe
it is this that will ensure the survival
of physical books and magazines, even
music has done an about turn as we see
the return of the vinyl format.
This issue of Designing ways has been
created to cover more aspects of the design
world, which includes the process by
which Audi are designing their incredible

Bloc.1-2 pg ad pths emb.pdf

1
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range of vehicles. In the art section, we
have included two local artists/designers/
illustrators who create the most incredible
graphics. I am a firm believer that design,
art and craft are merging at a rate of knots
and this is especially evident in furniture
design and manufacture as we continue to
see a backlash towards mass production,
with the focus on well-crafted pieces
manufactured from quality materials.
This months “futureproof ” article looks
at the importance of branding in your
business and the best way to approach
this. In the technological era perception
is everything and it all starts with your
visual appeal. There is a reason why the
top brands and businesses in the world
spend millions in trying to get this right.

www.bl i nddesi g ns .co .za
We trust you will immerse yourself,
mobile phone off and be inspired; we
also trust you enjoy this issue and look
forward to your ever-valued feedback.

Warm regards,
DAVE NEMETH
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Commercial Blinds

K

Enhance your work space with a selection of Blind Designs
Commercial Blinds. The range is designed to meet the demanding
nature of an office or hotel environment, Blind Designs
Commercial Blinds are geared and tested to meet your project's
specific performance requirements.

..

FIND A BLIND PROFESSIONAL IN YOUR AREA:
Johannesburg:
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Cape Town:

Port Elizabeth:
PC Agencies:

087 075 0876

Total Blind Design:
021 040 3002
The Best Blind Company: 021 040 3001

Umhlanga:
Aesthetics:

031 040 3192

Klerksdrop
Ridwaans Interiors:

R&C Trading:
Blind Time:

010 040 3157
010 040 3154

Blinds All Types:
Blinds Express:

010 040 3155
010 040 3156

Curtain Club:

010 040 7993

Blind Rage:
Galaxy Blinds:

010 040 3153
010 040 3495

Ballito:
Blinds All Of Them:

031 040 3191

Pretoria:
Picture Perfect:

010 040 7992

Knysna:
Milk&Honey®:

087 075 0877

Sakkies Blinders:
Blind Fusion:

010 040 3158
010 040 7994

Bloemfontein:
Ralph Blinds:

010 040 7100

010 040 7638

Namibia:
Windhoek Touch of Style: 061 2 4 5 3 0 3
Walvis Bay Touch of Style: 064 220 238

www.windovert.co.za

ww w .bl i nd d es i g ns. co. z a
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

Benjamin Garcia Saxe

Jewellery Design - Page 32 - 34
In 1984 Mark Gold went to a technical
high school and studied fitting and
turning as he wanted to be an engineer,
however as time passed he realised that
he would prefer something a little more
elegant and so enrolled at the university
of technology in 1987.
Once he had finished Matric, and
studied jewellery design and manufacture.
The technical back ground from school
gave an excellent base for jewellery as

Jean Pretorius

Joya Villas - Page 90 - 92
Benjamin Garcia Saxe’s belief in the
positive role architecture can play in
society around the world stems from his
studies in Costa Rica and the USA, as
well as his work in Europe on a number
of large international projects. This
experience is combined with a long-held
desire to use design to “do more with less”
and ensure that craft and technology work
seamlessly together to create buildings
and spaces for all. Architecture should
not be reserved as a luxury but instead,
provide a platform for experimentation
and unbridled creativity.

the techniques of manufacture are quite
similar. The end result however, of the
manufactured product is very different as
is the client profile.
Jewellery design has an extreme focus
on attention to detail and aesthetics
compared to engineering. After 4 years
of study he worked for a small company
and after about a year I left to start his
own workshop, manufacturing for a small
group of clients, friends and a few retail
stores.

Oaklands - Page 60 - 61
Oaklands Furniture was opened in
December 2011 by three guys who shared
a vision of starting a concept showroom
that offers furniture, décor, design and
manufacturing of bespoke items. It is now
run entirely by one of those founding
members Jean Pretorius.
Their clear strategy was not to have a
dedicated design style but to offer a broad
spectrum of designs that would include
Contemporary, Classic, Industrial and
Retro.

In 2012, Benjamin Garcia Saxe was
formally opened as a design studio
in Costa Rica and shortly after it’s
inauguration Benjamin left the UK to
dedicate his time fully to his growing
practice. The practice was renamed Studio
Saxe in 2017 to acknowledge the growing
role of many of its multidisciplinary
team members, as well as a reflection of
the varied nature of projects undertaken
by the office. The work of the studio has
been exhibited at the Venice Architecture
Biennale, and Benjamin was personally
awarded the Alpha Rho Qui medal for
leadership in architecture and is often
invited to lecture around the world.

Mark Gold

A non-negotiable focus was that these
items had to be locally manufactured to
the customers specifications.
Quality and attention to details remain
the key elements.
They started a range of dining and
lounge products made from reclaimed
Oak flooring
and this inspired them to look at
the upcycling and recycling of various
materials to create unique items.

Molten Pendants
Code: DL-KLCH-9305 in Chrome, Copper & Gold

DESIGN • SER VICE • QUALIT Y
Viewing Showrooms Only, K Light Import supplies only to Retailers and not the public directly.

8

Cape Town: 7 Kunene Circle, Omuramba Business Park, Milnerton, 021 552 4370
Johannesburg: Units 8 & 9, The Arena, Capital Hill Business Park, Halfway House, Midrand, 011 312 1247
info@klight.co.za I www.klight.co.za I Facebook.com/klightimport
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

Fanie Marais

Stefan Marais

Andries Kruger

Optima Kitchens - Page 60 - 61
Optima Kitchens is an iconic heritage
brand founded by Fanie Marais who
began in the kitchen industry in 1970.
Optima Kitchens was officially formed in
1991 making it 27 years old and one of the
most established kitchen companies in
SouthAfrica.
Stefan Marais current CEO and son

of Fanie along with Andries Kruger
spearhead the operation and have a
hands-on approach to every job. The first
Optima showroom opened its doors in
Benmore Gardens in January 1992 with
current modern and spacious showroom
opening its doors in 1998 in Strijdom
Park. This is a great space for prospective
clients to discuss their needs and visions

whilst looking at all the finishes, hinges
and details. The company (Or rather the
Optima Family) has grown over the years
starting with 8 people in the factory, it
now stands at 40 people, with a dedicated
1500m2 factory.
The company is all about personal
growth and developing the people that
work for Optima Kitchens.

Studio Sterling - Page 60 - 61
They support products
that are created by
hand,
demonstrating
the unique skill of the
artisan and support
one-of-a-kind
pieces,
and variance in design
due to the process of
hand crafting. In a world of
homogenized mass production,
slower designed, handmade products

require less energy than mass-produced
items and often last longer, reducing
the cycle of waste in our “throw-away”
culture. Form and function working
together is important to them.
This is a start of a small venture and a
dream that hopefully in time will have an
impact to create a platform where their bit
of creating and making can be a catalyst
through commerce to benefit and develop
a wider community here in South Africa.

Joanina & David Pastoll

Urban Native - Page 60 - 61
They are a contemporary African
furniture and product design company in
Pretoria.
Their products are defined and
differentiated by the juxtaposition of
abstracted ethnic cultural graphics and
motifs with the functionality and looking
feel of classical European mid-century and
Bauhaus furniture silhouettes. All of our
products are designed and manufactured
in South Africa.

10
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The Urbanative was started by Mpho
Vackier who is constantly inspired by
the clean functionality of mid-century
European furniture design and the
philosophies of the Bauhaus movement
juxtaposed with the vibrant geometric
style of African cultural artwork and
graphics.
Despite previously working as a
process engineer in the mining industry,
Mpho Vackier now finds fulfilment as
a culturally- inspired furniture/product
and interior design

Mpho Vackier
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DESIGNER
PROFILES

Luxury is simplistic

W
Nathalie Vos, Lisa Vos & Mariette Bergh make up Bunny & Clyde.
Bunny & Clyde - Page 60 - 61
Behind the name are sisters,
Nathalie and Lisa Vos, and friend since
childhood, Mariëtte Bergh. They all
share a background in various art and
design disciplines. With the excitement
of becoming mothers to their own

Laurie Wiid van Heerden

Mos - Page 60 - 61
MAKERS OF STUFF is a Johannesburg
based design studio headed up by
Antonia Morgado. They have created a
range of lighting and furniture products
under MOS Products, and they also
design and manufacture commissioned
bespoke pieces.
Their studio is known for its crafted,

brood, they wanted to design a timeless
and versatile range so that the initial
investment is in your baby’s room, but
ultimately, you are left with pieces that
would look great in any room of the
house. They create modern heirlooms.
By creating beautiful, extremely well-

made products for children and their
families that will be loved and enjoyed
year after year they also hope to inspire
a future generation of budding designers.
2017 Winner of Furniture Designer
of the year at the Image Interior Design
awards in Dublin.

Laurie Wiid - Page 60 - 61
Wiid Design is a Cape Town based
design studio, established by Laurie Wiid
van Heerden.
“All
his
products
incorporate
handmade elements, pieces that are part
of the production which he personally
oversees, this is very important to him
and he believes it brings out the value
of his products, similar to investing in a
piece of art.”
Wiid design creates products & objects
that can be seen as the interface between

art and design - where materials are
transformed into life enriching and
durable products.
Laurie Wiid’s work comes from a
conceptual and artistic environment, an
angle on various topics of contemporary
culture, with a focus on traditional
handcrafting in combination with
avant-garde techniques. By combining
handcrafting and specialist techniques,
Wiid transforms materials into lifeenriching and durable objet d’art.

Judy de Villiers interior designers

hen you first meet Interior
Designer Judy de Villiers,
you will notice her intent
focus on you. It is the Designer in her
that is mastering the art of understanding
her client so that she can interpret the
functionality of your space. She wants to
breathe life and form and function into
it. Trust her with this space and she will
transform it until it oozes luxury and
comfort through textured layers and
colours that so perfectly compliment the
room.
Judy lives the fundamental principles
that her business is built on: she is honest,
uncomplicated, simplistic and practical.
She is a planner and she achieves balance
and inspiration through reading and
traveling. She doesn’t advocate a set style,
but rather she is led by the sentiments of
her client. She boldly follows a format
which is guided by balance, harmony,
clean lines and elegance. She enjoys
mixing the old with the new, the bold with
the understated, to achieve that perfect
harmonious balance.

“I find interior design intriguing as you can shape the
way you live and improve the lifestyle of others.”
Judy has twenty years of experience in
the design industry, five of these studying
Interior Design. She certainly has reason
to demand such respect from her affluent
client base. She is understated about
the awards and achievements she has
accumulated along the way, but these
reinforce her dedication and precision
when approaching a new project. She also
knows what she wants and doesn’t feel
the pressure to conform to latest industry
trends. She is confident of her unique
approach, yet unintimidating. This must
be why her clients are drawn to her.
Whether in the heart of the city or

in a sleepy country town, her spaces
offer a comforting retreat for the highend market. You need only to glance at
Judy’s work to see that there is a clear
distinction between an Interior Decorator
and an Interior Designer: a designer can
decorate, but a Decorator does not design.
dw

Facebook: facebook.com/jdvadmin/
Instagram: jdv.interior.designers

handmade and personal design. They
really love playing with materials and
challenging their properties. They work
with some talented and motivated
craftsmen which allows us to play.
They believe that design should aim
to be local, accessible, sustainable,
affordable, beautiful and fun and this
influences our design process.

Antonia Morgado
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TRADE
WINDS

SIGNATURE WALLPAPER

Ferns

Game Birds

St Leger and Viney introduces
new wallpaper ranges
Ferns
“Ferns” was created by the textile artist Joseph M. Doran
and purchased by GP & J Baker in 1935. The design is based
on botanical drawings published in Curtis’ ‘Flora Londinensis’
between 1777 and 1798 which was a record of plants growing
within a ten mile radius of London.

Torridon
Taken from a document discovered in Paris and dating from
the late 1800’s, this striking Mulberry Home fabric design,
depicting deer grazing in a romantic highland forest, has now
become more graphic and modern with its own fashion forward
colour palette in this exciting wallpaper version.
www.stleger.co.za
Torridon

14
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gpjbaker.com

Game Birds
This wonderfully realistic pictorial of British game birds at
the height of the season shows them flocked together in a dense
woodland setting.

dw • April 2018
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TRADE
WINDS

Van Dyck Floors launches vibrant new carpet tile ranges

D

isplaying an in-depth industry
knowledge of growing consumer
trends, Van Dyck Floors recently
launched the latest ‘Glow’ and ‘Design
Shapes’, commercial carpet tiles that come
in an eclectic assortment of in-demand
shapes and colours.
“For the past few years, the carpet
industry has been dominated by designs
in more neutral shades of grey or earthy
tones with a touch of bold, bright colours
for lively contrast,” explained
Bernd de Smedt, Sales & Marketing
Director of Van Dyck Floors. “Going into
2018, there seems to be a swing towards
the more vibrant shapes and colours with
consumers requesting a real variety of
textures and patterns for a unique look.”
Always in tune with the ever-evolving
carpeting trends, Van Dyck Floors has
released an extensive product offering
over the years, including the more recent
Neon, the Maestro Collection, Optimum
Collection and the Titanium Collection.
These have all been incredibly wellreceived, but De Smedt said there was a
peak in interest when it came to bright
colours and varying shapes, which
prompted the launch of Van Dyck Floors’
latest two ranges, Glow and Design
Shapes.
The ‘Glow’ range, named for the
bold, statement colours, is considered a
particularly fun and exciting option that
encapsulates a vibrant, youthful look.

16
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Consumers can choose from any of the
ten bright colours and two neutral tones
to work into whatever décor pattern is
required.
Customers are given even further
design flexibility – in terms of varying
textures and price points – with the
launch of the Design Shapes. Encouraging
really innovative design techniques, these
carpet tiles are available in a number of
shapes and sizes including plank forms
(100x25cm or 50x25cm), triangles,
hexagons or standard size squares
(50x50cm) with the option of larger sizes
(60x60cm or 100x100cm) available upon
request.
An added benefit of the Design Shapes
is that they are available on most of the
existing Van Dyck Floors products,
including the popular needle-punch
ranges including Florpoint and Barcode,
giving customers near-unlimited design
flexibility. Both Glow and Design Spaces
complement any of the other carpet tile
ranges on offer, with Van Dyck Floors
ready to custom-make any design for
unique interior finishes.
Because the ranges are manufactured
on an Enduroback-modified recycled
bitumen backing, Glow and Design

Shapes are suitable for heavy commercial
environments, and the products’ lasting
durability means they can be re-used
for a secondary market at the end of the
lifespan.
“There are so many economic,
environmental and functional benefits
of installing carpet tiles in addition to
the aesthetic appeal, convenience and
enhanced design versatility,” explained De
Smedt. “The bitumen backing contains no
PVCs, is very low on VOCs and is highly
durable, meaning the carpet tile will
withstand constant use.”
Van Dyck Floors is also committed to
sustainable practices, evidenced by its ISO
14001 certificate, Carbon Trust certificate
as well as a 40% reduction in its carbon
footprint over the past four years.
“Glow and Design Shapes provide an
exciting new element to the current carpet
tile offering in South Africa,” concluded
De Smedt. “Because carpet tiles can be
mixed and matched with varying colour
and texture types, specified to suit any
décor, we have continued to diversify our
products in line with this trend, and it’s
already proving extremely popular.” dw
www.vandyckfloors.co.za.
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TRADE
WINDS

A visionary hotelier

H

aving developed a relationship
spanning over 15 years with Liz
Biden, owner and creator of The
Royal Portfolio, a multi award-winning
group of boutique hotels, Victorian
bathrooms is proud to be part of her latest
creation, The 28 room Silo Hotel. The Silo
Hotel has only had its doors open for a
year and is already gleaning international
awards, including inclusion on Condé
Nast Traveller’s Hot List 2018.
Whilst the glimmering faceted
exterior is designed by the London based
Heatherwick Studio; the interior is the
brainchild of Liz Biden. Liz has created
each room to have its own individual
flair with an eclectic mix of art, silks
and golden chandeliers. The highlights
are the breath-taking bathrooms; each
uniquely styled with glamorous taste and
magnificent bathroom-ware, the majority
of which Liz selected from Victorian
Bathrooms’ exclusive range, each item
personally sourced by owners Lance &
Margaret Goodale.
“Liz is adamant about ensuring that
comfort is paramount in the bathrooms,”
says Margaret Goodale. “In all the
bathrooms the centrepiece, below the
grand chandelier, is one of our bespoke
luxury baths, with the “Silo Silver”
metallic finish having been commissioned
especially for this prestigious destination.”
Equally at home are double console
basins with elegant ceramic legs. These

The official opening ELDC Parkhurst

Bathrooms of the Silo Hotel

K

nown for importing and
distributing the top league of best
European lighting in Southern
Africa started in 2001 in Cape Town “The
Mother City” and expanding to Namibia
and Johannesburg Rosebank. Now ELDC
opens up its doors further by launching a
new showroom.
The official opening is 10 May 2018.
ELDC would love to host its guests to
new and quality European lighting in
its latest home in Parkhurst which is a
1935 heritage setting on 87 6th Street
Parkhurst Johannesburg. What best way
than to showcase our modern classics and
contemporary lighting than in a home
that is rich in design and history.
We pride ourselves in catering to all
walks of life regarding our lighting from
the very detailed designer lights to the
most technical. What you can achieve
with lights is endless, and ELDC would
love to Light the way.
With brands like f.ex. Oluce, Delta Light
and Designers like Michael Anastassiades
who trained as a Civil engineer before

sinuous and smooth consoles echo the
flowing curves influenced by the Art
Nouveau movement and complete the
classic contemporary setting of the
bathroom.
Every bathroom is fitted with the
Britannia range of taps and shower
mixers; all manufactured for and

exclusive to Victorian Bathrooms. Credit
to the Bidens for being cognisant of the
current water crisis; they have fitted every
water-saving device imaginable to each of
dw
the bathrooms.
www.victorianbathrooms.co.za

receiving a Masters Degree in Industrial
design at the Royal College of Art. ELDC
bring products of ageless design and
quality to every client of theirs.
Oluce founded by Giuseppe Ostuni in
1945, and it is the oldest Italian lighting

company that is still operating today.
Oluce, articulate a visual grammar that
becomes narrative: stories, suggestions,
emotions are revealed through the profile
of the lamps”. ELDC we believe all their
products are artworks each having its own
history and an interesting story to tell.
An example of their more technical
lighting solutions is Delta Light. ELDC
aims at bringing in lighting that is
innovative and energy efficient. Delta
light is currently playing a leading role
in developing and manufacturing LED
lamps; they are a family owned business
that is very passionate about lighting
and love to share their creativity and
knowledge. ELDC offers the same
dedication to their clients.
ELDC is exclusive importer for all
their brands, and Their showrooms
are open for everybody, although they
sell/distribute our imports through a
nationwide selected dealer network of
lighting specialists.
ELDC would love to host “you” so
please kindly email or like them on
Facebook to get the latest updates on the
dw
launch and novelties.
By Reshoketswe Mokale for ELDC
www.eldc.co.za
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Contact: Mark bakos 082 449 6038/ 011 262 0350
Website: http://www.mbdesign.co.za

THE BUZZ

Builders Enterprise Development
Tradesmen and Women Graduate

O

n the 23rd of March 2018, twentyfour tradesmen and women
graduated from the 12-month
Builders Enterprise Development (ED)
Programme at The Forum, Newton,
Johannesburg. The graduation was hosted
by the charismatic entrepreneur TT Mbha
founder of Black Real Estate.
The Builders ED Programme aims
to improve informal local tradesmen
businesses by imparting industry
focused skills and knowledge in financial
management,
marketing,
customer
service which puts their businesses in the
right direction for growth.
The first six months of the programme
focused on training in basic business
management and technical skills in
the respective trades such as building,
painting, plumbing and tiling. The
next six months will be dedicated to
implementation and evaluation.
Graduates
are
chosen
from
communities in Gauteng where Builders
has a presence: Alexandra, Thembisa,
Cosmo City, Evaton, Protea Glen,
Sebokeng and Vosloorus. Twenty-four
tradesmen and women graduated with a

MB Designs is a company that has built up a résumé for creating
spaces that fulfil our customers wants and needs. MB Designs likes to
bridge all aspects of interior design, from sourcing out the best
products internationally, to working with local designers to create
products and ideas that will fit into any brief. With such broad projects
attached to our portfolio we understand space and the design process
behind a finished project. We have designed, furnished and fitted
spaces ranging from boutique hotels to African lodges, from high end
restaurants to individual homes. By browsing through our website it
will become apparent that we set a high standard for our finished
product and settle for nothing less.

Certificate of Completion for Level Three
(Construction SETA) Business Training
Programme. As part of development,
each beneficiary was helped with formal
registration of their business with CIPC,
company branding and material (i.e.
flyers and business cards), smartphones,
new overall set as well as Builders building
material and tools to the value R40 000.
Petunia Fantisi, a Builder from Evaton,

said: "The Builders ED Programme,
in association with Black Suppliers
has empowered me in the following
critical areas of business: financial
management,
marketing,
customer
service and negotiation skills. Through
the programme, I was able to legitimise
my business by registering my company."
After graduation, the programme
beneficiaries will embark on five months
of mentoring and coaching. This will
happen in the form of sessions with each
recipient to ensure that they can apply
what they have learned to their businesses.
Furthermore, graduates are introduced
to larger construction companies where
they can undertake larger jobs as subcontractors in their communities.
The Builders Enterprise Development
continues to seek tradesmen and women
with the ambition to increase their
skills and grow in their trade. The next
recruitment starts on 1 April 2018 details
will be available at your nearest Builders
dw
Superstore.

Mark Bakos has been in the furniture business since 1996
starting with Bakos Brothers in 2001. Mark started specifically
to design and import to supply custom made luxury furniture
for homes, businesses and hotels

www.builders.co.za
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THE BUZZ

Add colour to your world
The African Industry of Interior Design

T

he African Institute of the
Interior Design Professions (IID)
is the only professional body
representing the Interior Design industry
in South Africa, throughout Gauteng,
KwaZulu-Natal, and the Eastern and
Western Cape. In 2007 the IID was borne
out of a merger between Design South
Africa (DSA) and the South African
Guild of Interior Designers (SAGID)

The IID was founded to protect,
monitor, and grow the Interior Design
profession, in response to “rising concerns
and criticisms that the professional body
representing the interior design industry
known as The South African Guild of

Interior Designers (SAGID) was too 'soft'.
Hadfield was appointed to revitalise the
industry body and to facilitate positive
changes. She successfully initiated this
by not only bringing together various
design disciplines under one umbrella but
proposed a new name change.”
Nicola Hadfield, the founder of the
IID, was originally approached by the
new Chairman of SAGID and Professor

Des Laubscher of DSA to assist them in
coming up with a company that would be
more lucrative in a financial sense, and
offer a better marketing solution. From
that, the two companies amalgamated
and the IID was born. (for more info, visit
www.nicolahadfield.co.za)
The mission of the IID is to be the
backbone of the industry in Africa. They
offer support, advice, and collaboration to
all of their members, strengthening the
profession through teamwork and mutual
support. They have a Code of Conduct
and responsibilities that their members
work by and believe in. This increases the
professionalism of the industry, protecting
its members and clients and building
strong relationships within the industry
and creating peace of mind for the public
knowing they are hiring professionals
capable of producing a finished product
that will stand the test of time.
Few people are aware that through the
South African Quality Assurer, SAQA,
all IID members are registered on the
SAQA National Education Framework
and as such have their titles protected
as Professional Interior Decorators,
Professional
Interior
Designers,
Professional Senior Interior Designers and
Interior Architects. These designations
can be used on all stationery and business
cards, and no other practising designers
who are not members can use these
designations.
The pipelines promise exciting times.
It’s their vision to put Africa at the top
of the industry on a global scale, creating
new and unique trends, sharing the
passionate spirit of Africa with the rest
of the world. To this end, as members

of ico-D, the International Council of
Design, the IID is working to form a Pan
Afrikan Institute of Design and will be
hosting an ico-D Regional Meeting in
Accra, Ghana next February. At this point
designers from Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
Kenya, Uganda, Nigeria, Benin and South
Africa will be attending. Watch this space
for details!!
They have phenomenal partners in
the industry, in the media, and in fellow
passionate designers. They are thrilled
to watch new relationships forming as
they consistently strive towards bigger
goals for themselves and for their
individual members. They have the
support of top designers locally, as well as
powerful connections with organisations
internationally. There are exciting
announcements to come, keep updated to
see these soon.
Industry news in the creative world
There is a lot of groundwork being done
at the IID at the moment, groundwork
which will propel the IID forward.
They’re planning an impressive relaunch
of the brand and design to include some
of the exciting new relationships that have
been forged. You can get a taster of this at
Durban Decorex.
Getting to know Paige, the new CEO of
the IID
The IID is a great source of information
and knowledge from designers who
have been in the game for ages. “I joined
the IID when I started practising as
an interior designer, to ensure I was
recognised and to expose myself to
powerhouses in the industry. I then
became a Durban Representative and

enjoyed the contribution; I found my
passion and enthusiasm to be positively
ignited and pushed myself forward into
taking on more responsibility. And now,
here I am.
I am a creative; I live passionately,
I believe in the power of positivity. I
love making people happy and being an
interior designer allows me to do all of the
above! I have a crazy and creative family
who are all part of the reason I am here (I
had a little say too).
I know what I want and where I want
to be, and I make sure I get there by
surrounding myself with all the right
people. Family, coaches, a great internal
team, a great external team are all part of
that”.
It’s a great time to be an interior designer
in SA.
There is such an exciting buzz in the
industry right now. There are many
exciting design elements branching from
Africa and so many extremely talented
designers. There also seems to be a
revolution coming about, it’s a creative
revolution, allowing us to be innovative in
a whole new sense, but that’s something
you’re going to have to wait to hear more
about in the coming months.
If you are an interior designer in South
Africa and you’re not a member of the
IID, you are seriously missing out. I plan
to be a part of this exciting new creative
revolution, and I’ll be putting the IID
right on the frontline. Don’t you want to
dw
be a part of that too?
www.iidprofessions.org.za

Paige Wap
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THE BUZZ

NO MORE CABLES – SOLAR SYSTEM

In The Comfort of Your Home

BULY. A sphere lamp available in different sizes and ﬁnishes.
Waterproof FLOATING lamp that can be used on water without the need for cables.
Enjoy a wide range of colours thanks to its LED RGB system

Modern design requires an object to be beautiful
and functional, not just one or the other

C

M

L

ouis Sullivan, an American
architect sometimes referred to as
‘the father of skyscrapers’ coined
the phrase ‘form follows function’. The
phrase is a principle associated with
modernist architecture and industrial
design. It declares that the shape of a
building or object should relate to its
intended purpose or function. He got
his thinking from a Roman architect
and engineer, Marcus Vitruvius Pollio,
who said a structure must exhibit three
qualities: it should be solid, useful and
beautiful.
While ‘form follows function’ could
be seen as a stark stricture on creativity,
when used innovatively and with people
in mind, solidity, usefulness and beauty
can be combined. Those three qualities
are intricately incorporated into the
design of Samsung’s Q9000 floor standing
air conditioner.
Mike van Lier, Director of Consumer
Electronics, Samsung South Africa, says,
“The Q9000 is a highly attractive piece of
furniture that lends itself to contemporary
interior design trends.”
The functionality of the Q9000 is
unsurpassed, with seven types of airflow
to fit into just about any situation –
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whether you’re exercising, cooking,
sleeping, reading, cleaning or gearing up
for a season change. The three separate
fans can be operated independently or
together, ensuring maximum cooling
efficiency with minimum energy usage.
The smart inverter compressor adjusts
its speed in response to the surrounding
temperature, keeping energy wastage to
an absolute minimum.
“Not only is the design extraordinary,
the Q9000’s embedded technology is
astounding. The jet engine mechanism
that drives the three separate, powerful
spiral airflows ensure quick and highly
effective cooling and the film filter utilises
a magnet mechanism to keep the air clean
and healthy,” concludes van Lier.
Added to the sleek design is the iceblue lighting that lets you know when the
air conditioner is on and working, which
bathes your home in beautiful light,
enhancing its great looks as you relax in
the perfect comfort of your own home.
About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung inspires the world and shapes
the future with transformative ideas and
technologies. The company is redefining
the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable

devices, tablets, digital appliances,
network systems and memory, system
dw
LSI, foundry and LED solutions.
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www.samsung.com/za/
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Cape Town
82 Sir Lowry Road,
Woodstock,

Johannesburg
Kramerville Place, Ground Floor,
14A Kramer Road,

Kramerville 2090
Town, 8001
Official DistributorsCape
of Vondom
Cape Town - Tel: 021 461 9078 | Pretoria - Tel: 012 342 1100
| Johannesburg
011 326 0560
011 262- Tel:
0202
021 461
9078
www.corefurniture.co.za

www.corefurniture.co.za
dw • April 2018
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THE BUZZ

NEW large G9 LED
five armed satin
gold pendant

K

. LIGHT now has a larger model
of the G9 LED Satin Gold Pendant
to complement their current 3
armed pendant.
With 5 arms and 10 x 3W G9 LED
lamps this modern fitting with its eye
catching design is perfect for a larger area.
Or use together in a group incorporating
both sizes to make a statement.
www.klight.co.za.
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FUTURE
PROOF

Building a strong brand

It is essential that when you have your
visual identity designed you have a full
manual explaining how it can be used as
well as the various formats in which it can
be displayed. This manual will also specify
the exact Pantone colour that needs to be
used in both matt and gloss applications.
Big brands go as far as having their
corporate colours explicitly mixed by
colour experts and supplied to printers so
that there is never the slightest variance. It
is generally a good idea to spend money

by Dave Nemeth

“Focus on building the
best possible business. If
you are great, people will
notice and opportunities
will appear.”
– Mark Cuban

“Be your own best
customer. Live your
customer’s lifestyle.” –
Milena Glimbovski

B

uilding a strong brand is key
to growth and sustainability
regardless of the business you are
in. There are a host of things that have
to work in unison in order to achieve
this, and it is indeed no easy task. In this
article, we explore the various aspects
and the multiple pillars that will ensure
that you are perceived as a leader in your
specific field.
Visual appeal is everything. This is
one of the first touch points that any
prospective client will come across. Your
C.I. (corporate identity) / branding will
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immediately create an image in a client’s
mind of your stature as a company. This
identity is too often overlooked and
created without much thought when a
company first comes into existence. It
is often done in-house and produced
quickly so that business cards, letterheads
and other collateral can be designed.
Your C.I. is your identity and needs to be
created through a well thought through
process. Whether it is built with the use
of an icon or simple typography, there
are many aspects that will make it either
a grand statement or something that just
exists without meaning or substance.
You and your staff should be able to
explain how and why it was created and
what it actually stands for. If this cannot
be explained, you probably have a visual
branding that will quickly date and not
represent the real values of the company.
Corporate companies that understand
the value of their brand spend millions
on this process. Many brands that have
been in existence for many years, rebrand

in order to get this right and ensure that
it is relevant to today’s ever-changing
consumer. Colour, font, spacing and size
are all vital aspects of creating something
that will work across a variety of mediums.
It is always important to have your end
vision in mind, and while the brand may
only appear on business cards, letterheads
and websites, the future may require you
to explore print ads, billboards and even
video. It may also be used on packaging as
well as a host of different substrates. What
looks good on white paper may not work
on metal or coloured PVC.

“It takes 20 years to build
a reputation and five
minutes to ruin it. If you
think about that, you'll
do things differently.” –
Warren Buffett

on a premium business card. The type of
paper used, it’s thickness and elements
such as foiling or die-cutting all add to the
overall aesthetic. A business card is not
just about the visual appeal but also about
its “handle” or the actual feel of it. Being
the first introduction a prospective client
will often have to your company, a great
business card can actually leave a lasting
impression.
Living in a digital age, your online
presence has become more critical
than ever and will be the channel for
many people finding you and finding
out more about your company. There is
nothing more disappointing than going
to a company website that takes ages to
download or which just doesn’t adapt
to a mobile device. This scenario is an
immediate frustration and could mean
the viewer immediately gives up on you
and searches for someone or something
else. A successful website is not about the
complexity but rather the simplicity of it.
People have become visual beings in the
digital space and don’t want to be faced
with layers and layers of wording. You
need to be able to tell your story, what you
offer and why you are an authority in a
very short space of time. When it comes
to websites the age-old adage of “less is
more” is more relevant than ever.

In many cases, people will look for you
on social channels before they even start
to search through the noise to find your
website. It is no good having everything
professionally in place but having your
social media channels looking as though
they are an afterthought or simply to show
that you have the necessary presence. The
way you look and handle yourself on
social media will be a substantial factor
in your success as a successful company.
Although it is an easily accessible channel,
it is imperative that there is a robust
strategy and the content is engaging. You
will not gain brand loyalty by shoving
out daily posts purely promoting your
products and services. These channels
are all about engagement and having
compelling content which will ensure that

“Determine who you are
and what your brand
is, and what you're not.
The rest of it is just a
lot of noise.” – Geoffrey
Zakarian
engagement with your brand is achieved.
It is also important to remember that
social media doesn’t just operate during
office hours and people get frustrated
when their queries are not answered
over weekends. Social media has become
complicated and requires a sophisticated
understanding of the medium in order
to achieve success. Many companies who
have handled this on their own are now
outsourcing the task to professionals in
order to meet high standards, high visual

appeal and, of course, quality content.
While these are the primary visual
touchpoints that are vital to your
positioning as a company they are just
a starting point. You are dealing with
human beings, and the way you interact
with them will either make or break
your brand. The visual aspects are just
the packaging. The way in which you
conduct your business, and the overall
company culture will determine your
actual success. The manner in which you
send out your quotations and follow these
up can be either an outstanding or a poor
experience for your customer. If this is
done in a well thought out approach, it can
create some much-needed differentiation
in your business sector. Complaints
and obstacles are part and parcel of any
business, and the way in which these
negatives are handled can often result
in a positive outcome that affords you
customer loyalty. Many interactions will
happen on the telephone, and many have
forgotten about excellent phone etiquette.
This is due to the fact that in the era which
we are currently living, we have become
accustomed to just sending an email or
SMS. People want to speak to people, and
everyone in your organisation needs to be
trained on how best to handle telephone
calls.
In many cases, the day of the suit and tie
are over but dress-code for the individuals
in your company will ultimately play a
vital role in the perception people will
have of the culture of your company.
Covering all these aspects will ensure that
the entire company “Lives the Brand”.
Branding is a deep and complex process
that is vital in today’s fast-paced world
with a population that has come to expect
dw
SPECTACULAR.
www.trendforward.co.za
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DESIGN JHB
Design Partnership - Old Town Italy

CoLabs at Design Joburg
Adrian Morris

W

e chat to Joburg based
architect Adrian Morris
from specialist retail and
hospitality design agency Design
Partnership, about his feature within the
CoLabs section of the show, presented in
collaboration with Fired Earth Paint.
AT THE SHOW: Design Partnership
is creating an entertainment area within
an urban living space whilst mentoring
emerging design duo Jadene Naidoo and
Praveen Dinna from Spaces by Japes.
What are you known for?
AM: Designing environments that have
both aesthetic and commercial impact.
What aspect of what you do really excites
you?
AM: Building an exciting environmental
design agency.
What do you see as the ultimate trend
right now?
AM: People are doing everything
everywhere. Single use spaces are
becoming obsolete.
What do you consider to be the worst trend
ever?

AM: Post Modernism. The work
produced in the post-modernist era
was defined by excess, and a lack of
consideration of either a human or social
agenda.

What are you planning for your CoLab at
Design Joburg?
AM: Our take on the challenge of
entertainment in a micro space /urban
living.
What theme are you working with and
where did you draw inspiration from in
creating your concept?
AM: Experience. Everyone is doing
everything everywhere - creating a space
that is multi-use but commercially viable.

Give us your one best piece of interior
design or architectural advice.
AM: Learn from lessons others have
learnt, before learning your own.
What excites you about South African
design?
AM: That it has found its own voice.
These are such exciting times for local
design.

What would you like to see more of in the
local design scene?
AM: Less reliance on international
design consultancies within large scale
projects. We have the talent here and
business has an obligation to harness it.
What are you coveting right now for your
own home?
AM: Well it’s more a long-term goal to
complete our roof garden.

Tell us about your dream project.
AM: My house, an ongoing labour of
love where we love spending our family
time.
Design Joburg takes place at the
Sandton Convention Centre, from 25-27
dw
May 2018.

Where do you draw inspiration from for
your interior/architectural style?
AM: Thinking about the future by
combining lessons from the past.
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If you could meet any designer living or
dead, who would it be and why?
AM: Norman Foster. His work and
approach has remained relevant over the
decades. His work is characterised by a
view of the future, integrating the human
agenda and technology.
Do you have any exciting projects coming
up or working on that you can tell us
about?
AM: Our new website.

As a mentor or mentee what are you most
looking forward to in terms of the whole
CoLab experience?
AM: Exploring a method of
collaborating with emerging talent that
benefits our business.

Meat & Wine

Describe the key elements of the ultimate
interior /home.
AM: A social kitchen is an essential
element of the perfect home.

www.designjoburg.com
Absa Mall of Africa
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RENDERS

Time & Space

T

ime & Space are a team of highly motivated, creative and dynamic individuals.
The aim, at time & space, is to deliver, the superior project.
They don’t just sell furniture and finishes, they don’t just make pretty spaces.
They offer solutions and they always make a plan!
They have spent their careers learning about commercial spaces.
They realise that your office is more than just a showcase of your organisation.
Your work space is home, to you and your team.
They continue to learn, every day, in this ever changing world…
Their customers drive them to grow and move with the trends that dictate their business
dw
needs.
www.time-space.co.za
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JEWELLERY
DESIGN

Exclusive and
high quality
design

34
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M

ark Gold is one of the premier
jewellery designers in South
Africa and his designs are
noted worldwide due to their exclusive
and high quality designs.
THE RETAIL ROAD
The manufacturing facility he originally
created grew, and eventually, Mark opened
a retail store which could feed off his own
production. The store did really well, and
that led to him opening two more shops
selling only his own designs.
He did well during this time, yet many
clients asked him for specific high-end
watch brands which he sourced and
supplied and eventually became official

stockists for Cartier and Franck Muller
and a few other high-end watch brands. It
did, however, go against his ethics, selling
other products as his vision was to create
his own brand of luxury design however
the demand was there for others, and the
business was good. As a creator, his DNA
and inbuilt belief was that he could have
done that better”, and he began to think
about the creation of a Mark Gold watch
brand.
Around 2010 He could see that the
nature of retail was changing as the costs
kept escalating and the buying audience
seemed to be decreasing. It was clear
to see that there was a new consumer
emerging.

A NEW WAY
In 2014 he moved out of the city and
into the country and worked on a new
manufacturing facility called the IDEAS
LAB with the vision of creating unique
products for a contemporary luxury
audience and offering the products
globally through the various social
media-based platforms. It was imperative
to create and sell unique products that

had not been seen before.
The IDEAS LAB currently has three
brands which have been developed inhouse and which are trademarked, design
protected or patented and generally the
development process is as follows.
• Conceptualise a new luxury product
• Design phase
• Prototype product and high tech
material R & D

• Ensure the product, and brand identity
are in harmony with each other
• Create excellent, brand appropriate,
packaging solutions
THE HIGH ROLLER
A micro-engineered marvel of
contemporary design conceptualised
and trademarked by the Ideas Lab. The
HIGH ROLLER is an innovative ring

dw • April 2018
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JEWELLERY
DESIGN

consisting of a series of 10 separate
moving components, using surgical
grade stainless steel, and other high tech
materials, with or without gold. The
HIGH ROLLER rings have a unique and
very strong design aspect. The production
journey to a finished HIGH ROLLER ring
is a closely guarded secret, and the final
result is always the same ...
the client is amazed.

THE GAMECHANGER
A brand created with a passion for
extreme micro-engineering and perfected
with a small team of Swiss engineers and
born from all the lessons learnt during

my retail era. How the Swiss get it right
and how they get it wrong and how best to
deliver a new watch brand to a premium,
global audience in a new way. Traditional
advertising, distributors OUT and the
experience of direct engagement with the
creator IN.
The journey is brave, but logic prevails,
and there is a new and emerging type
of buyer who has cash available and
wants cool. This type of individual no
longer wants to look like his grandfather
with one of the current offerings that
the traditional Swiss brands serve up.
He wants something incredible and
the experience to go with and so a new
watch brand is born … there are obvious

challenges however they are muscling
their way in and creating a niche within a
traditional industry.
THE FUTURE
The future is to have a comprehensive
offering of contemporary luxury products
ranging from jewellery to watches and
the new range of homeware products
that are currently under development.
They all share the same design DNA as
they are all designed by Mark Gold and
are to be offered globally to the relevant
audience through the various social
dw
media platforms.
www.markgold.net

Softology

by

Available at
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DESIGN RETROSPECTIVE

Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec

Museum (2012) and «Bivouac» at the
Centre Pompidou Metz (2011) and then
at the Museum of Contemporary Art in
Chicago (2012-2013). In 2013, the Arts
Décoratifs, Paris presented «Momentané»
and more recently they presented “17
Screens” at the Tel Aviv Museum of Art
(2015). In 2016, the city of Rennes showed
their latest researches in 4 exhibitions in
three different places (Frac Bretagne, Les
Champs Libres and the Parliament of
Bretagne).
A special website has been conceived
for the occasion: www.bouroullec.com/
press
Until January 22, the Vitra Design
Museum showcased the exhibition
Reveries Urbaines.
A comprehensive monograph was
released in 2012, Works, Phaidon Press.
In 2013, under the art direction of Cornel
Windlin, JRP Ringier published an 864page paperback book called Drawing
that collects more than 850 drawings
that Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec made
between 2005 and 2012. In the past,
two monographs have been published:
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec published
by Phaidon Press (2003) and Ronan et
Erwan Bouroullec – Catalogue de Raison
(Paris: Images Modernes / kreo, 2002).

R

onan (born 1971) and Erwan
Bouroullec (born 1976) are
brothers and designers based in
Paris. They have been working together
for about fifteen years bonded by
diligence and challenged by their distinct
personalities. Their studio is based in
Paris and their team numbers around six
people.
In 1997, they were spotted by Cappellini,
giving them their first industrial design
projects. They began working with the
Galerie kreo in 2000 and had their first
solo show there in 2001. Issey Miyake
then hired them to design the boutique
to house his new collection « A-Poc ».
They met then Rolf Felhbaum, President
of Vitra, and worked on a new office
system entitled « Joyn». Since then, they
have gone on to work with Artek, Alessi,
Axor Hansgrohe, Cappellini, Established
& Sons, Flos, Hay, Kettal, Kvadrat, Kartell,
Glas Italia, Ligne Roset, Magis, Iittala,
Mattiazzi, Mutina, Nani Marquina,
Samsung and Vitra.
Their work has covered many fields
ranging from the design of small objects
as jewellery to spatial arrangements
and architecture, from craftsmanship to
industrial scale, from drawings to videos
and photography. The designers also
maintain an experimental activity with
Gallery kreo, which is also essential to the
development of their work.
©Studio Bouroullec

Designs of the Ronan and Erwan
Bouroullec are part of select international
museums’ permanent collections such
as the Musée National d’Art Moderne
– Centre Pompidou and the Musée des
Arts Décoratifs in Paris, the Museum
of Modern Art in New York, the
Art Institute of Chicago, the Design
Museum in London, and the Museum
Boijmans van Beuningen in Rotterdam.
Several monographic exhibitions have
been devoted to their work: «Ronan
and Erwan Bouroullec» at the Design
Museum, London (2002) and «Ronan
and Erwan Bouroullec» at the Museum
of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles
(2004), «Album» at the Vitra Design
©Tahon & Bouroullec Slow Chair
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DATES
Ronan Bouroullec (born 1971 in
Quimper, Brittany) and Erwan Bouroullec
(born 1976 in Quimper, Brittany) began
working together in 1998 after completing
their studies at École supérieure des Arts
décoratifs in Paris and École nationale
supérieure des Arts in Cergy. Their studio
is based in Paris.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam,
2004
Airs de Paris, group show, Centre
Pompidou, Paris, 2007
étapes, Villa Noailles, Hyères; MAC’s,
Grand-Hornu; l’elac, Lausanne,
2008–2009
Lianes, Roches & Conques, Galerie
kreo, Paris, 2010
Album, Arc en Rêve–Centre
d’architecture, Bordeaux, 2011;
Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein,
2012
Bivouac, Centre Pompidou-Metz,
2011; Museum of Contemporary Art,
Chicago, 2012
Momentané, Les Arts Décoratifs, Paris
(April 26 – September 1, 2013)
Lustre Gabriel, Château de Versailles,
2013
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec. 17
screens, Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Tel
Aviv, 2015
Rennes exhibitions, Rennes, France,
2016
- Reveries Urbaines, Les Champs
Libres
- 17 Ecrans, FRAC Bretagne
- Retrospective, FRAC Bretagne
- Kiosque, Parliament of Bretagne
Ruutu vases Limited edition, Galerie
kreo, London, 2016
Chaines, Galerie kreo, Paris, 2016

• Reveries Urbaines, personal exhibition,
Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein,
2016

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Catalogue de raison, monograph,
Images modernes éditions kreo, Paris
2002
• Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec,
monograph, Phaidon Press, London
2003
• Objets Dessins Maquettes, exh. cat.,
Archibooks, Paris 2008
• Lianes, exh. cat., JRP|Ringier, Zurich
2012
• Works, monograph, Phaidon Press,
London 2012
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BATHROOM
DESIGN

Geberit Bathroom Design Challenge

Enjoy being part of this journey, which
will be documented and published
internationally on various Geberit
platforms. Plus the overall winner will
receive a week’s all-expenses-paid trip
to Switzerland and the Vitra Design
Museum in Germany.
South African talent expressing their
vision in partnership with Geberit.

T

he bathroom is becoming more of
a featured space in the home and
the trend is to create a bathroom
that not only looks good, but incorporates
functional on-trend practical innovations,
designed to make your bathroom
experience even better. A bathroom
space where design meets function.
Geberit is challenging those in the
South African Interior Design Industry
to stretch their imagination and use their
skill to design the ultimate bathroom
solution for a 12m² space in a mixeduse development consisting of hotel,
apartments and modern living. Three
finalists will be chosen from all entries
submitted, and those three will have the
opportunity to bring their creative vision
to life, showcasing their ideal bathroom
design solution at the upcoming Design
Joburg featuring Rooms on View
exhibition.
If you’re in Joburg 25- 27 May 2018,
we invite you to visit the three Geberit
stands at Design Joburg featuring Rooms

Deadline for entries is 20 April 2018.

on View, where the three finalists will
have their actual bathrooms built and on
display. Be part of their journey too.
ARE YOU UP FOR THE CHALLENGE?
Here is your chance to be creative
and have your vision come to life, by
competing in this exciting Geberit
Bathroom Design Challenge where you
stand a chance to win a trip overseas.
Do you work in the Design Industry or
are you a Design Student? Are you looking
for a creative outlet to express your talent?
Then enter the Geberit Bathroom Design
Challenge and you could be one of three
finalists who get to experience having
your entry being built and on display at
Design Joburg featuring Rooms on View,
engage with the industry and potential
clients during the exhibition, with the
ultimate winner of this challenge, winning
an all-expenses-paid trip to Europe.
The Geberit Bathroom Design
Challenge, in collaboration with Design
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Joburg featuring Rooms on View, is a
partnership where you are given the
platform to combine YOUR talent
with the Geberit Bathroom Collection
and design the perfect bathroom in a
compact 12m² space. The competition
will be judged by a panel of renowned
industry experts with global knowledge
and experience. The top 3 finalists
selected will be catapulted into real life
where their designs and creative vision
will be brought to life at the upcoming
Design Joburg featuring Rooms on View
exhibition 25- 27 May 2018, plus you will
each win exciting prizes from Geberit and
Hansgrohe.
Being part of the Geberit Bathroom
Design Challenge is simple – get to know
the products and submit 3D drawings
and sketches of a bathroom suited for
a mixed-use development consisting of
modern living hotel and apartments,
within an upmarket urban suburb.
Combine your vision and skill to create a
bathroom solution in the 12m² space. You
have complete creative license to bring
together your vision, by partnering with
Geberit and Hansgrohe.

Aim for the stars as this is an amazing
creative opportunity where your talent
will be seen, where you get to engage
with both consumer and trade visitors
during the exhibition - an opportunity
to harness your potential future clients.

ARE YOU READY TO ENTER?
Will you be one of the top 3 finalists
selected to be catapulted into real life
where your design and creative vision
will be brought to life at the upcoming
Design Joburg featuring Rooms on View
exhibition 25- 27 May 2018. Stretch your
imagination, use your skill and design the
ultimate bathroom, be recognised and
win great prizes for your creative talent!
TIME IS LIMITED let your adrenaline
pump and your creativity flow, because
the overall winner will be jetted off to
Switzerland and Germany for a one week
all-expenses-paid trip of a lifetime!
Confirm your participation now by
e-mail to sales.za@geberit.com and you'll
receive the full brief and all details, as well
as the link to upload your submission. The
deadline to confirm your participation
dw
has been extended.
www.geberit.com
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Mark Bakos

B

eing in business for 21 years is a great
achievement in any industry, especially
considering how the dynamics are
continually changing and remaining relevant is
getting harder and harder. Mark Bakos is one
of those designers that has weathered the storm
and continuously seems to reinvent. His projects
are diverse, and he has chosen to work across the
board whereas many designers prefer to stick to
one area such as hospitality or corporate design.
We thought it was high time that we caught up
with Mark and him a few questions about his life
so far in the design industry.

Give us a brief overview of yourself
I have been in the furniture business since
1997 when I started working for Bakos Brothers.
In 2001 I started designing, manufacturing
and importing to supply custom made luxury
furniture for homes, businesses and hotels,
corporate offices and restaurant.
I am striving to build a company that creates
spaces that fulfil our customers wants and
needs. We strive to bridge all aspects of interior
design, from sourcing out the best products
internationally, to working with local designers
to create products and ideas that will fit into any
brief.
With such broad projects attached to our
portfolio we understand space and the design
process behind a finished project.

How did you get into interior design?
I started working at Bakos Brothers in
1997 and immediately fell in love with
interior design.
At Bakos Brothers I went through
stringent training in design and sales.
When I left Bakos Brothers in 2001
I started a company that procured and
manufactured custom-made sofas for all
the major designers and retailers which
was great experience in the manufacturing
field for me.
In the June of 2003 I started MB
Designs where we have stringent partners
who work hand and hand with us.
We manage turn key projects for
restaurants, hotels, corporates and
residential clients.
We have designers onboard who
specialize in space planning, 3D rendering
and creating concepts with the use of
texture and basic elements.
What do you specialise in?
We have designed, furnished and fitted
spaces with custom made furniture for
projects ranging from boutique hotels to
African lodges, from high end restaurants
to individual homes.
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By browsing through our website, it
will become apparent that we set a high
standard for our finished product and
settle for nothing less – www.mbdesign.
co.za
How would you describe your style?
My personal style is an eclectic look
and feel. I enjoy an African influence in
the design however I enjoy working on
modern spaces with clean lines but each
space has its own unique signature.
Where do you take your inspiration from?
I take my inspiration out of my travels
where I have time to process my creative
thoughts and gain inspiration from places
visited, for example we were busy on a
project in Lesotho where I drove in and
I gained huge inspiration by the barren
landscape in spring with the blossoming
of the trees and snow-capped mountains
which translated into my design on the
hotel.
What are some of your great achievements
over the years?
We have worked on a few restaurants
and hotels, these are our recent projects to
name a few:

Salsa
Mythos
Ocean Basket
Jamie Oliver Restaurant
Altitude Menlyn Maine
Forti Menlyn Maine
Cresta Group in Botswana and
Zimbabwe
Rockets Bryanston
The Rock – Design Quarter
Fireroom
Wasabi Mall of Africa
Milk and Honey Monte Casino
Lima Monte Casino
La Rosa Monte Casino
Mythos Monte Casino
Nikos Group
Where to next, what are your plans?
I am in the process of creating an online
business focusing on South Africa and
Africa business.
This will be a product only business,
where we will source furniture locally and
internationally.
What would be your ultimate project?
My ultimate project would be the Burj
Khalifa.
dw
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O&M CAPE TOWN 7124/E

RETAIL
EXPERIENCE

Designing an incredible retail experience
London, United Kingdom

Yo u r w i s h i s i t s c o m m a n d .
The Audi SQ5. As versatile as you need it to be.
In a world that expects you to adapt easily to shifting demands, flexibility is key – allowing you
to switch between commitments, as well as escape from it all at any moment. Designed for maximum
versatility, the Audi SQ5 expands the possibilities of urban life. With its athletic design, responsive
all-wheel drive system, intelligent technologies and luxurious, sporty interior styling, the new SQ5
has been designed to help you live the life you want, as and when you want it.
Now is calling.
Visit audi.co.za or contact your nearest Audi dealer to find out more.

T

opshop Splash! A campaign
initiated to do something
engaging, bold and different at the
global flagship store launching swimwear
in 2017 has just been recognised by Frame
as Window Display of the Year.
YourStudio created a multi-sensory &
interactive window installation to launch
Topshop’s Summer swimwear campaign
which took customers on a real and
virtual waterslide ride- through physical
design and virtual reality - they combined
both to create a truly unique, immersive
and engaging window installation.
The physical installation starts with a
swimming pool scene in the window of
the store, with 65 metres of waterslide
snaking around each floor, subtly
leading customers towards the swimwear
collection. Coconut & sunscreen scents
wafted around the store with the sounds
of people splashing, flowing water and
squawking seagulls to emulate the feeling
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RETAIL
EXPERIENCE

of being at a water park in summer. For
the VR experience; customers sit within a
‘pool’ at the top of a slide before putting
on VR goggles - the ride taking you down
a waterslide weaving through shoppers
and buses along Oxford Street, past iconic
London buildings - all very fast - what a
thrill! As the digital experience comes
to an end, you land resting on a beach perfectly feeling the holiday spirit.
About YourStudio
YourStudio are original experience
creators working from their London and
Melbourne studios globally with clients
in UK, Europe, USA and Australia; they
specialise in the strategic development of
brands, and the creation of experiences
that tap into the changing mindsets of
dw
today’s consumers.
www.weareyourstudio.com
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Official name of the project: Topshop Splash!
Location: Oxford Circus, London UK
Project End Date: June 2017
Area: Across two windows and throughout the store - total of 65 m2
waterslide installed.
Client: Topshop, Arcadia Group
Designers: YourStudio
Project manager: Karen Chan of YourStudio
Collaborators: Fire Cracker for install and Ru Barksfield for VR
Photographer: Topshop in-house
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KITCHENS

Futureproof your home

Intelligent investment
Smart appliances come with technology
that’s designed to keep them running
more efficiently for longer and which
include features that take the pressure
of your life. Why worry about having
to clean the washing machine and the
tumble dryer when they can do it for
you? Why bother with maintenance if
the technology is savvy enough to do so
by itself? And, really, why measure and
weigh when your machines can do that
for you?
The Siemens washing machine comes
with i-Dos which combines all the
sensors built into the appliance so it can
automatically determine precisely how
much detergent is required based on the
weight of your load. You can’t help but
admire this level of detail. After all, why
shouldn’t the appliance be the expert?

Water
If your new washing machine can’t
automatically detect the weight of your
washing load and adjust the water usage
to match, what’s the point? In a country
where drought is common, and Cape
Town is in crisis, owning a device that
doesn’t help you cut your water usage
down to the bare minimum is adding to
the problem. The future of water remains
uncertain, but technology that is ready for
any kind of future is a good investment
into your home. The Siemens dishwasher
comes with iSensoric that automatically
measures, detects, calculates and controls
every step of the cleaning process.
If you’re looking forward to a future
that cuts back on household chores, it’s
already arrived.

Elegant efficiency
It’s one thing to have an energy rating;
it’s entirely another to have the technology
that manages energy usage, automatically
adjusts mechanical stress, recognises the
ideal cooking temperature, and comes
with easy access digital displays. If you’re
looking to invest in a built-in oven, make
your investment count. Get an oven that
does more than just cook your food. You
want it to be adjustable, to have even
airflow, and to include features that help
you create the perfect meal. A basic oven
or stove will always be just that. Basic.
The value of functionality
Built-in high-tech appliances can
increase the value of your home, and
that is the ultimate in futureproofing the
home. They also make life a lot simpler
and more enjoyable. Most people have

Kit your kitchen out with this seamless design from Siemens. You can get this
look with a iQ700 coffee unit, warmer, oven and beautiful iQ700 full steam
oven that will have you cook up a storm in minutes.

W

e are continually hearing
about the home of the
future and how appliances
are going to become smart interacting
and communicating with us making our
lives easier. There is a lot of speculation
as to where this is headed and what it is
going to look like. The truth is, the future
is now, and many people are not aware
that much of this technology is already
available. Siemens is one of the companies
leading this race, and their technological
advancements are proof that our homes
are going to be vastly different to what
they were just a few years back.
Ever since Frigidaire introduced
the first self-contained fridge in 1923,
homeowners have been wooed by the
latest and greatest in home technologies.
The allure of the gorgeous home appliance
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has never dimmed as new ways of keeping
food fresh, cooking it to perfection and
enjoying it with a fresh cup of coffee are
invented. Technology is transforming
more than just the ways in which people
communicate and work, it is allowing the
homeowner to invest in home appliances
that will futureproof their homes.
The rapid rate at which technology
is evolving has meant that the influx of
the new and the inventive has increased
exponentially. While this does mean
plenty of choice for the discerning
homeowner, it also introduces a new
challenge – how do you know that the
appliances you’re buying are future proof?
How do you know that the technology
labelled as the most inventive today is the
right one for tomorrow? The answer lies
in these simple steps…

Intuitive style and technology
Outstanding quality and technology
are, by their very definition, futureproof.
A brand that’s committed to investment
into the exceptional will be one that you
are guaranteed to see gleaming in the
kitchens of tomorrow. Truly intuitive
technology can adapt and change, can
support what you’re doing and even make
it better. Siemens’s varioSpeed technology
is crafted into their built-in range of iQ700
ovens, and it’s intelligent enough to know
exactly what you need, when you need it.
The ovens have set cooking options that
will roast a chicken, bake a dessert and
defrost a dish without anyone needing to
do more than push a button.
Why spend your time working out how
long a dish should be in the oven when
the technology can do it for you?
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Slavin Kitchens turns 25
Creating hand-crafted luxury at the heart of the home

The 30cm Wok and 60cm induction cooktop
is the perfect combination for easy, efficient
and safe cooking that will help you prepare
the most delicious dishes in an instant. Round
off this look with a stunning cooling solution
which is the iQ300 full fridge and freezer.
All built-in appliances come standard with a
5-year warranty from Germany’s No.1 Home
Appliance brand.

experienced the joy of cooking in an
oven that only works on one side or that
has inaccurate temperature knobs. Those
ovens are the reason pizza is on speed
dial. For anyone who has ever had to clean
a washing machine pipe, endure a bad
cup of coffee or stared at a large electricity
bill at Christmas, futureproofing your
appliances will change everything.
Choose for yourself
While South Africans may still be
playing catch-up when it comes to
technology such as Amazon’s Alexa
or Dash, it doesn’t mean that your
home technology has to. Investing in
appliances that have a strong presence
in Europe ensures that they have been
built to accommodate everything that the
smart home has to offer. If you want to
make your home ready to deliver goods
automatically, tell you when you’ve run
out of milk, or even turn off the oven
because you forgot, then you need to
invest in home appliances that already
have this level of intelligence.
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Siemens is the number 1 home
appliance brand in Germany for a very
good reason, not least of which being its
exceptional attention to detail, quality and
technological excellence. Futureproofing
is as much about choosing the right brand
as it is about the brand investing in your
future.
Remember yourself
For every person, there is a different
need or way of living. Home appliances
today don’t just sit in the corner
and mumble when in use, they can
play an active part in your lifestyle.
Futureproofing your home isn’t just about
ensuring that the technology built into
your home appliances is the best, latest
and newest. It is about ensuring that your
home appliances are as capable tomorrow
as they are today by choosing a brand that
has a strong global footprint so you know
that it will always have its finger on the
trends and technologies of the future. dw
www.siemens-home.bsh-group.com/za/

S

lavin was founded 25 years ago
as a manufacturing and design
facility, to break away from the
conventional norms of standard kitchen
thinking. It had to be a factory small
enough to be individual, but big enough
to be independent. Success dictated a
move to our present factory and one of the
largest kitchen showrooms in Gauteng.
At Slavin, we believe that the kitchen
is indeed the heart of the home, a refuge
from the pace of modern living. A kitchen
needs to balance the style and passion
that it deserves, with the functionality
required to deliver on the modern
dw
families’ requirements.
www.slavin.co.za
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PULL UP
A CHAIR

Not all chairs are created equal
Part 1

C

hair design remains as relevant
today as it has for centuries, and
many architects and designers
have created iconic chairs which are as
popular now as when they were first
designed. Up until the late 1800’s and
early 1900’s, most chairs were elaborately
hand carved and in many cases featured
high levels of ornamentation and fine
craftsmanship. A clear change began in
the 19th century however with the art
nouveau schools producing chairs of
simplicity. The Arts and Crafts movement
produced heavy, straight lined, minimally
ornamented chairs with a focus on quality
joinery. One of the most famous chairs of
this time was created by Michael Thonet.

objective was a radical concept: to reimagine the material world
to reflect the unity of all the arts. Gropius explained this vision
for a union of art and design in the Proclamation of the Bauhaus
(1919), which described a utopian craft guild combining
architecture, sculpture, and painting into a single creative
expression. Gropius developed a craft-based curriculum that
would turn out artisans and designers capable of creating useful
and beautiful objects appropriate to this new system of living.
The Bauhaus was the most influential modernist art school
of the 20th century, one whose approach to teaching, and
understanding art's relationship to society and technology, had
a major impact both in Europe and the United States, long after
it closed. It was shaped by the 19th and early 20th centuries
trends such as the Arts and Crafts movement, which had sought
to level the distinction between fine and applied arts, and to
reunite creativity and manufacturing. This is reflected in the
romantic medievalism of the school's early years, in which it
pictured itself as a kind of medieval crafts guild. But in the mid1920s the medievalism gave way to an emphasis on uniting art
and industrial design, and it was this which ultimately proved
to be its most original and important achievement. The school
is also renowned for its faculty, which included artists Wassily
Kandinsky, Josef Albers, László Moholy-Nagy, Paul Klee and
Johannes Itten, architects Walter Gropius (founder of the

- The Bentwood chair or the 'bistro
chair' created in 1859 revolutionised the
industry and is still as popular today as it
was back then.
The 20th Century was, however, the
turning point of design and the golden
age of the modern chair. Technological
innovations as well as the upward
mobility of the masses, drove the world’s
best designers to challenge everything
that had happened in the past. The
Bauhaus school had a huge influence on
the direction future design as well as chair
design would take.
The Bauhaus was founded in 1919 in
the city of Weimar by German architect
Walter Gropius (1883–1969). Its core

Wassily chair

www.Seatsahead.co.za
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PULL UP
A CHAIR

Introducing the Cala

W

school) and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,
and designer Marcel Breuer.
Two of the most influential and gamechanging chairs of the time were the
Wassily and Cesca chairs designed by
Marcel Breuer. While at the Bauhaus,
Breuer revolutionised the modern interior
with his tubular-steel furniture collection

— inspired by bicycle construction and
fabricated using the techniques of local
plumbers. His first designs, including
the Wassily, remain among the most
identifiable icons of the modern furniture
movement.
The chair later known as the "Wassily"
was first manufactured in the late
1920s by Thonet, the German-Austrian
furniture manufacturer most known for
its bent-wood chair designs, under the
name Model B3. It was first available
in both a folding and a non-folding
version. In this early iteration, the straps
were made of fabric, pulled taut on the
reverse side with the use of springs. The
fabric used was made from Eisengarn,
a strong, shiny, waxed-cotton thread.
This had been invented in the 19th
century, but Margaretha Reichardt (19071984), a student at the Bauhaus weaving
workshop, experimented and improved
the quality of the thread and developed
cloth and strapping material for use on
Breuer's tubular-steel chairs.
The Cesca Chair by Marcel Breuer
also used tubular steel. It was named

Cesca as a tribute to Breuer’s adopted
daughter Francesca (nicknamed Cheska).
In 1968 the chair was purchased by
Knoll Associates (today known as the
Knoll Group). Since then, approximately
250,000 of the chairs have been purchased.
The three official manufacturers of the
chair were: Thonet (from 1927), Gavina
(the 1950s) Knoll (1960s). In 1928, it was
the first such tubular-steel frame caned
seat type of chair that was mass-produced.
It was among the 10 most common such
chairs. One of the original ones from that
time sits in the Museum of Modern Art
in Manhattan. Associate Curator at the
Department of Architecture and Design
at the Museum of Modern Art, Cara
McCarty, referred to the chair as being
“among the 10 most important chairs of
the 20th century.”
Both the Cesca and the Wassily are
still popular with many of the big home
stores and retailers selling variations and
copies of them. Original pieces as well as
products made under license are however
dw
still heavily in demand.

oodbender is proud to
present the Cala, a dining
chair that embodies one of
this year’s hottest design trends – low
backrest seating.
The Cala’s shape is simplistic yet sturdy
and is characterized by a low, open
backrest. The seeming transparency of the
chair opens up the space it is in, creating a
flow in the room that would otherwise be
interrupted by a wooden or upholstered
back.
The simplicity of the Cala’s design also
showcases the timber, especially when in
the Natural Ash timber finish as pictured.
The Ash timber used for all Woodbender
products is a blonde wood that has a
variety of different tones and details in
it which makes each piece of furniture
unique. Natural timber finishes be it in a
light or more recently, dark tone is another
hot trend to watch. The strength and
durability of the Cala, despite the paredback design, is of the same standard of all
Woodbender furniture. The bracing ring
below the seat and bentwood component
parts ensures a product that will stand the
test of time.
Although it’s a versatile chair in every
sense of the word, it’s hard not to picture
the Cala in a contemporary, open-plan
dining space where clean lines and

All products are made to order
and are available in your choice of
timber finish and fabric.

simplistic silhouettes form part of the
design aesthetic. Whether this be in a
private home or in a hospitality setting,
this comfortable chair is easy to move
about and will be a welcome addition to
any table it finds itself at.
View our full range at our Strand
(Western Cape) or Parkhurst (Gauteng)
dw
showrooms.

This year Woodbender celebrates three decades
of perfecting the art of bending solid wood.
All products are hand made in South Africa

www.woodbender.co.za
www.facebook.com/TheWoodbender/
www.instagram.com/thewoodbender/
www.twitter.com/thewoodbender

Cesca chair
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CHAIRS OF
NOTE 152

The Fern Chair
from Haworth

T

he Haworth seating team was
tasked with taking a deep dive
exploration in new and better
ways to support sitting, with a focus on
postures, flexibility and comfort. First,
the team designed, sculpted and built
functional prototypes. Then, they hit the
road to test the chairs with customers for
input on what provides the best sitting
experience – because it’s not about the
chair, it’s about the person sitting in it.
In test after test, one chair design stood
out. Hands down. The favoured prototype
featured a suspension innovation no one
had ever seen or felt. People testing the
prototype said the

chair seemed alive, in tune with every
movement. Users stayed balanced,
centred and comfortable.
The chair naturally responded to every
twist, turn, reach, recline or lean forward
providing new levels of comfort and
support, without pressure or the need for
multiple adjustments.
Informed by Haworth’s research
and motivated by the findings, the
team began development of what
became Fern. To do it right, it had to be
innovative in every aspect and address
evolving workplace needs as well as
enhancing the well-being of each user.

The
Haworth
Design
Studio
collaborated with ITO Design to bring
Fern to life.
The German firm specialises in seating
design and product development in the
office environment and has helped design
several Haworth chairs, including X99
and Zody.
Haworth engineers and designers,
as well as a sculptor and ergonomist,
became part of the team to ensure a
winning combination of visual appeal and
dw
ergonomic performance.
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Events
27 April – 1 May 2018
Decorex Cape Town
CTICC
Africa’s Premier Décor, Design & Lifestyle
Exhibition
www.decorex.co.za
17 – 22 April 2018
Salone Internazionale del Mobile
Milan, Italy
Furniture and Interior Design
www.salonemilano.it
25 - 27 May 2018
Design Joburg, featuring Rooms on View
Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg
Gauteng’s premier contemporary and
decorative design show
www.designjoburg.com
8 – 10 August 2018
International Sourcing Fair
Gallagher Convention Centre
Exhibition for sourcing and purchasing retail
and commercial products exclusively focusing
on the Home, Office, Gift and Hospitality sectors.
www.internationalsourcingfair.co.za
8 – 12 August 2018
100% Design SA
Gallagher Convention Centre
SA’s leading high-end curated showcase of
contemporary design
www.100percentdesign.co.za

Decorex Durban

2

1 600 visitors to the 2018 Decorex
Durban were exposed to some
of the year’s best #rhythmoflife
trends dominating the décor, design and
lifestyle industry. The exhibition boasted
an incredible line-up of high-end stands
and introduced a full programme of
new design features that were all warmly
received by the Durban audience.
“Decorex Durban always gets the
exhibition season off on a really positive
note,” said Sian Cullingworth, Portfolio
Director at Decorex SA. “There’s
something about the incredible climate
and natural beauty of this area that seems
to channel an unstoppable creative energy
in the people living and working here, and
that was truly evident in the quality of
designs witnessed at the show. The range
of exhibits and level of work would, no
doubt, have inspired everyone who came
through the doors and I’m really excited

to be taking this creative momentum onto
our Cape Town exhibition.” - Interior
Design
This year Decorex Durban featured
a design-centric line-up which boasted
17 of the country’s top interior and
landscape designers across the range
of new and popular installations, with
Phillippa Courtenay of Re-Inspire
setting the tone with a soul-replenishing
Decorex Entrance. This passion was
matched by Paige Waplington and her
team from Redesign Interiors on the
entrancing Decorex Designer Spotlight
feature. As CEO of the African Institute of
Interior Design, Waplington brought an
experienced level of insight with her team
incorporating bespoke furniture pieces
and layers of colour into the room space.

Certificates of Excellence:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clever Little Monkey
Eykon Designs
Redesign Interiors
@home Trend Home presented by Decorex
The Tasting Room Wine Bar
Geberit
The Kitchen and Granite Studio
Crestwood Kitchens
Maharani Tiles & Sanware

www.reedexpoafrica.co.za

8 – 12 August 2018
Decorex Joburg
Gallagher Convention Centre
Africa’s Premier Décor, Design & Lifestyle
Exhibition
www.decorex.co.za
4 – 23 September 2018
London Design Biennale
Somerset House, London, United Kingdom.
www.londondesignfestival.com
3 – 4 October 2018
Design Chicago
theMART Chicago, United States
www.designchicagoevent.com
23 – 27 October 2018
Orgatec
Cologne, Germany
www.orgatec.com
9 – 12 November 201
Chengdu Creativity & design week
Chengdu Century City International Exhibition
Centre, China
www.gochendu.cn

Individual Award Winners:
•
The BEST IN MARKETING – Redesign Interiors
•
The MOST INTERACTIVE STAND - Johnnie Walker
•
The BEST INNOVATIVE PRODUCT AWARD - That Inventions
•
The BEST IN THE CRAFT & CREATE CATEGORY - All Hand Done
•
The BEST IN THE COOKING AND CUISINE CATEGORY - The Secret Gin Bar The BEST NEWCOMER - KZN Boards
•
The BEST USE OF SHELL SCHEME - The Streets
•
The BEST SMALL STAND – Natural Elements by Neolith
•
The BEST IN PLAN AND BUILD - Ego Power
•
The award for the BEST IN THE BATHROOM AND KITCHEN - Classic Trading The BEST DÉCOR - Designs by Day
•
The BEST OVERALL STAND - Plascon

dw
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KOHLER presents DREAM IN KOHLER

WHAT?
Leading bathroom and kitchen
manufacturer Kohler is thrilled to
announce the launch of their visionary
design competition Dream in Kohler.
They are challenging designers to push
the envelope of modern bathroom design
with a call for fierce creativity. The brief
is to design a 16m2 bathroom space that
both expresses who they are and reflects
our South African milieu.
WHY?
One of Kohler's fundamental goals has
always been to discover and invest in local
talent wherever the brand has a presence
in the world, actively doing its part to
shape the design landscape. The Dream
in Kohler platform allows them to elevate
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those designers who are on the verge of
taking off and those needing a stage from
which to showcase their exceptional skills.
For the entrants, winning could lead to
recognition, wealth, esteem and bragging
rights… essentially Dream in Kohler has
the potential to transform their careers.
THE WINNINGS…
The brains behind the proposal
that knocks Kohler's socks off will be
rewarded with a paid contract to create
their winning design at the prestigious
100% Design show at Decorex Joburg this
August. The winner will also be promoted
in a Global Kohler Design Trends video
shoot.
The runner up will receive the

opportunity to recreate their design
at the avant-garde Kohler Gallery in
Johannesburg, an inspiring space that has
redefined the definition of a showroom.
WHO’S JUDGING?
The cognoscenti of design and style in
SA will be casting their trained eyes over
the entries. The people to impress are TVstar and style shaper Maps Maponyane,
interior designer Nthabi Taukobong of
Ditau Interiors, decorista and SA Décor
& Design founder Marcia Margolius,
architect Greg Scott of Scott & Partners
Architects and Greenside Design Centre's
Head of Interior Design Jason Wiggin. dw

Johannesburg’s premier event showcasing the leaders in décor and design.
From 25 to 27 May 2018, DESIGN JOBURG, featuring Rooms on View, will transform the Sandton Convention
Centre into the continent’s most coveted and inspirational design destination. With roomsets and collaborations
at the heart of the show, DESIGN JOBURG will provide a three-day platform for visitors and exhibitors to
mingle and discover the very latest trends and innovations. Show highlights include The Architect’s Gallery
exhibition, Marble’s pop up restaurant called CoLab, Retail Corridor and the Hendrick’s Gin Bar.
ASSOCIATE SPONSORS:

For more detail go to
www.africadreaminkohler.com

dw • April 2018
IMAGES COURTESY OF: (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT) LA GRANGE, TRUE DESIGN, MONN, KOHLER, ROCHE BOBOIS
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Best of the Best of South African Design 2018

Last year’s event attracted a lot of
attention, and the feedback from visitors
was astounding with many stating they
were completely unaware that such
beautiful goods were being designed and
produced locally. The bar was raised even
higher this year, and the outstanding
designs speak for themselves.
Bunny & Clyde

Wiid Design

Mos

T

This year saw a further collaboration
with iconic Tile retailer, Tile Africa
who share the vision of promoting local
designers and the BoB platform will
now be able to continue throughout the
year due to this strategic partnership.
This year also saw the Home Channel
partnering with Best of the Best ensuring
the designers get the maximum exposure
to a variety of audiences.

he Best of the Best of South
African design started in 2017 as a
collaboration with the Rand Show
and took up most of the then launched
design pavilion. The initiative came about
to promote great local design to a vast
audience that many of the local design
expos don’t reach. It was based on a theory
that if South African design is to grow and
benefit the designers it has to reach a far
more substantial audience to what it has
done in the past.
The Rand Show is the perfect platform
as it is the most significant consumer
expo's in Africa which attracts over 200
000 visitors. There is no other showcase
like this in the country, and it is important
to note that this is NOT a competition
but rather based on a set of panellists who
are experts in the industry who select
products that they believe are unique and
manufactured to highest standards.

This years selection for Best of The Best
was:
Bunny & Clyde
Laurie Wiid
Mos - Makers of stuff
Oaklands
Optima Kitchens
Studio Sterling
Urban Native
dw
Web.Web.Web
Studio Sterling
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Optima design
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AROUND AND
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From idea to finished car
High tech and handmade finish in the Audi design

A

t the start you have a brilliant

idea, at the end a harmonious,
fascinating product. The design
process reflects the connection between
idea and product. Audi brings together the
best of both worlds in its cars: The digital
design manufactory combines state-ofthe-art digital visualization techniques
with superb handmade precision. The
C3 process is the core element in the new
design workflow. Thanks to photorealistic
visualization in real time, the designers
can already assess the design on the
screen.
Audi is constantly rolling out new
models and new technologies. So the
designers’ challenge is to turn more
and more design concepts into seriesproduction models in less and less
time. With more than 400 employees,
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Audi Design now has more than twice
as many employees as in 2000. At the
same time, the team is processing five
times more projects and is dealing with
increasing technical requirements in
vehicle projects. Design presentations and
technical package specifications must be
coordinated across the various disciplines.
For this reason, the Audi Design team has
developed a new design process, which
combines CAD (computer-aided design),
3-D visualisation and traditional design
model making as well as clay modelling.
The result is high process reliability, a
coherent design concept and greater
flexibility for creative design ideas.
Portfolio and initial phase Normally
the design process at Audi starts around
five years before the launch of a new
model. At the start, the designers create

the basic design language and design
characteristics of an entire model family.
The design process of a seriesproduction model starts with the initial
design phase. This phase lasts between
three and four months. Here the Audi
designers work in close coordination
with the studio engineers, the engineers
from concept development and the
Sales experts. As a result, they translate
the rough technical layout into a 1:1
architecture model. The focus is on those
variables which determine the volume
and the proportion, for instance, the
wheelbase and the height of the engine
hood or basic technology package and
components, such as the position of
vehicle sensors.
The 1:1-scale architecture model is
milled from a dense polyurethane foam

and then painted. The final exterior
design does not play a role with this
model. It provides designers with an
initial comparison of their design ideas
with the future product. The model also
allows modifications to be evaluated
which become necessary due to technical
requirements.
Insights from the architecture model
provide designers with a reliable basis for
the subsequent sketch phase.
Draft phase In the subsequent design
briefing, designers and Sales experts
develop a joint leitmotif in words and
images. This entails fine-tuning the
package information and the basic
knowledge acquired thus far. Teams
from Audi Sales, which analyse the
market, competition and the customer
expectations, provide important input.
In the sketch phase, which lasts around
two months, the designers traditionally
work with pen and paper and digitally
with electronic drawing boards. Several
exterior designers work with each other in
a spirit of friendly competition, normally
seven for the interior, and eight or nine
for the exterior. The best exterior idea

makes it into the next process phase, the
C3 process.
Digital design phase The digital design
phase is tailored to the concept of the new
Audi Design Centre. It consists of three
components: CAD, concept, clay milling
– or “C3 process” for short.
“With the high-end visualisation of the
C3 process, I am confident I can already
assess a design digitally,” says Marc Lichte.
The high computing power of a computing
cluster enables the latest design versions
to be computed and presented photorealistically in a matter of seconds. The
direct transfer of the digital design image
to a physical reference model enables the
photorealistic representation in the digital
model and physical 1:1 volume model
to be compared continuously. The clay
reference model also serves as a physical
basis for discussion between designer
and CAD modeller and as a “threedimensional sketchpad.”
The current computing power
makes photorealistic representations
possible in real time and allows design
concepts to be assessed digitally.
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The visualisation software for the
representation on the LED wall works in
accordance with the ray-tracing principle.
Using this vector-based ray process,
optical effects such as light, shade,
reflection and refraction are computed
and displayed correctly from a physical
perspective. Whether Barcelona on a
sunny September day at 7 p.m. or Cape
Town in January around midday with a
cloudy sky – the software shows the new
Audi models in every required lighting
situation and in any possible backdrop.
It reproduces precisely the depth of the
paintwork and the degree of sheen of the
surfaces.
The computing power enables virtual
models to be viewed photo-realistically
in real time or also enables them to be
rotated in various views or driven in
various scenarios after a short animation
time.
Thanks to the computing cluster, the
designers can digitally add a wider side
sill for a new model and immediately see
the effect on the digital model: Changes
in terms of proportions, overhangs and
shadows can be visualised virtually
instantly; any discrepancies are discovered
well before the physical clay model is put
together. Process reliability increases
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substantially as a result.
Audi’s C3 process combines the best of
two worlds: The CAD milling machine
is faster than its human counterpart, it
works with accuracy down to a tenth of
a millimetre, and it does not need any
breaks. A CAD modeller develops the
data model on the computer; the milling
machine transfers their specifications
to the clay model. The new Design
Centre houses 20 of these machines with
swivelling milling heads.
In accordance with the C3 process,
the eyes and hands of the designers and
modellers are responsible for the final
finish, the decisive quantum of emotion.
Their craftsmanship is indispensable for
Audi in the manufacture design phase.
Audi’s clay and CAD modellers
transform the design confirmed in the
C3 process into a handcrafted model in
the next stage. The invisible frame of the
clay models consists of a steel frame with
height-adjustable suspension, wooden
panels and a body made out of rigid foam.
The overlying layer of industrial plasticine
is around 30 to 40 millimetres (1.2–1.6 in)
thick. As long as this clay is stored in the
laboratory furnace it is as soft as warm
butter. It hardens so quickly in the air of
the modelling hall that the modeller can

work it using various modelling tools.
The workflow is designed as an iterative
process between CAD modelling and
classic clay modelling and perfectly
combines the advantages of both worlds.
The synthesis of manual modelling and
CAD modelling is also embraced when
training the employees. Modellers at
Audi learn both on the physical model
and on the computer, acquiring the skills
necessary for CAD tools and manual
model making.
Interior and packaging The interior is a
special calling card of Audi Design. The
synthesis of design, design language and
material in the interior is one of the key
reasons for buying for Audi customers
worldwide. So the combination of
characteristic interior design, fine
material selection and innovative
operating concepts underscores the
quality aspirations of the brand with the
four rings
.Inside an Audi, the entire design of the
interior follows a central design theme.
This defining narrative is reiterated
throughout the interior – from basic
shaping to the design of individual details.
This leitmotif extends right through
from the dashboard architecture to the
individual chrome highlights.

The Audi design process plays a key
role in the coherent interior concept.
Here, Audi Design boasts a unique selling
proposition in the automotive sector:
The interior designers accompany the
development of the interior from the
ideas phase on the drawing board through
to series production.
Audi has transferred its exacting quality
aspirations from the old world of switches
and buttons to the new digital universe.
Together with the two-stage tactile
feedback – an initial click when touching
the user interface, the second tactile
feedback when executing the operating
command – high-quality, simply designed
operating icons generate the brand’s
familiar high-quality aspirations.
Colours and materials Once the first
foam models of the exterior and interior
have been put together, the designers
from Colour and Trim embark on a new
project and start work on the colour and
materials concepts. What degree of sheen
best suits which equipment line for the
bars of the Singleframe? Do the decorative
trim, trim strips and leather upholstery
create an overall harmonious feel? Is there
a harmonious overall image in areas such
as the door where many elements come
together?
Colour and Trim also produce 1:1
models for larger components such
as instrument panel, centre console
and seats. Particularly with the seats
this involves seam details, pattern and
perforation as well as the colour schemes.

The new Audi high-end visualization
tools also make it easier to put together
these elements. The most important tools
remain, however, the highly sensitive
fingertips and an eye that can appreciate
the smallest colour nuances in terms of
sheen and depth. It takes years to train
these skills fully.
Virtual reality In the Audi design
process the high-end visualisation on
the LED wall is the present; virtual
reality (VR) is the next step. The method
developers in the Design department
develop specialist tools and methods
for using VR glasses, so-called headmounted displays (HMDs), which fully
transport the observer visually into the
depicted setting. The interior designers,
in particular, can use the technology right
from the concept phase to experience
proportions and spatial concepts
and assess these reliably. With the
commissioning of the new Design Centre,
these HMDs visualise spatial concepts
and proportions in the interior design.
To this end, the VR developers have their
own VR lab where the team coordinates
the new tools together with the designers.
The design places exacting demands
on the representation quality. Do
the reflections, the reflections in the
paintwork, the shadow of the VR coincide
with the reality? The computer cluster
also provides this quality in the VR
glasses. It delivers rapidly pre-calculated,
high-resolution image content, which
is then displayed in three dimensions
by powerful HMDs. This also enables
the user to move around the virtual
space and point at objects. The lifelike
representation of design models is thus

even more realistic. Over the next three
to five years, VR applications will become
the standard tool in the design process.
Virtual-reality tools will augment today’s
digital design manufacture with other
virtual applications.
The further steps are already emerging:
Tools that enable the observer to
add markers in the simulation, and
differentiated tools to virtually touch and
move individual elements. Augmented
reality places the computer-generated
representations over the real world and
paves the way for the new approach of
eye scanning: Only those objects the
user focuses on are displayed sharply,
everything else is blurred, reflecting the
way the eye behaves naturally.
In the foreseeable future, VR glasses
will also facilitate design meetings across
continents and substantially support
the design process even further. Then
Audi designers, for instance, from
Ingolstadt, Beijing and Los Angeles will
get together in a virtual studio to discuss
and assess a digital model. This eliminates
cumbersome model transport or travel
time. Each participant sees in real time
the same virtual model and also perceives
the other discussion participants as
avatars. Avatars are assigned to the
individual participants in the VR meeting
as individual virtual representatives.
Data gloves are also in the pipeline
and will permit “digital touching” of
virtual models using tactile feedback. VR
meetings will replace video conferences
and offer entirely new opportunities. dw
www.audi.co.za
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Simon Berndt

S

imon Berndt grew up in Cape Town
and studied graphic design and
illustration at CPUT from 20062009. After studying, he started One
Horse Town with a friend and fellow
CPUT graduate, Justin Poulter. In late
2010 Justin moved to the UK where he is
still living and working as an illustrator.
Simon decided to keep One Horse Town
going on his own and shifted the direction
of the business to align more with his
individual style and vision. Since then
he has worked for a vast range of clients
both local and international. Though he
has worked with high profile commercial
clients, his passion and focus have shifted
to the relationship with art and music,
specifically via the medium of the screen
printed gig poster, and he tries to balance
his commercial work with as much poster
and album design as possible. He has
been fortunate to have several regular
and wonderful commercial clients such as
Coney Island Breweries in New York, that
have enabled him to find a healthy balance
between earning a living and allowing his
passion for poster art to flourish.

Dr Mobilo 2018

Villaggio Della Birra 2018

Hawkwind 2017

Medicine Boy 2016

Wildernessking LP 2016

He describes his work as an old
meets new style. He works primarily
in Illustrator and enjoys the clean lines
and opportunity for detail. Most of his
inspiration comes from things such as
Art Nouveau, gig posters of the 60's and
70s, 70's and 80's graphic novels, old films,
psychedelic art and rock n roll music.
His creative process normally starts
with several rough sketches as he irons out
the layout and concept. He will then often
shoot or source some visual references,
often figures or natural things such as
flowers. He then creates a more complete
rough draft (sometimes several) which
will go to clients for sign off, after this, he
takes the rough work into illustrator and
dw
creates the final artwork.
www. 1horsetown.co.za

Wildernessking LP 2016
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Matthew Tager

A

s a kid, Matthew Tager always

coloured in between the lines and
paid very little attention to space
surrounding the hard penciled contours,
warping in most areas with the occasional
hole etched in the paper by his 6b – Surely
this was life hinting that becoming a
creative was not for him. Needless to say,
he never listened.
His
creative
journey
quickly
transitioned from “professional colouring
in booker” to “skilled mistake-maker”
at The Open Window Institute. He
completed his degree as a Communication
Design major in 2016 and was afforded
many amazing opportunities during this
time. He had now found his passion.
In his final year, he grew the confidence
to start sharing his work and began
developing his profile in the creative
industry. He was privileged to acquire
some international publications and the
most prestigious of his awards being
a Craft Gold Loerie as well as a Craft
Certificate in 2017 – a shared award, in his
opinion, thanks to my lecturers/mentors.
A close friend of his and peer from
his degree once said to him “Get it
while the getting is good”, and so he did.
He completed his Honours degree in
Communication Design in 2017.
He is currently a freelance Illustration,
Motion and Graphic Designer in both
the local and international market
pursuing his passion to the full. Change
is inevitable, and his desire to learn new
skills and evolve as an emerging creative
has just begun.
His work touches on fictions. He likes
to critically comment on the current
epoch of society through the means of
a narrative. He prefers not to provide a
complete rationale for his work or style and
instead allow for subjective interpretation
by the viewer - he can, however, say he is
obsessed with typography.
His creative process does not follow the
same method of developing every time.
However, he does like to incubate with
ideas and bounce off ideas in conversation
dw
with friends and other creatives.
www.behance.net/MatthewTager
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Shiseido The Store
Ginza, Tokyo

T

he renovation project of the flagship store of Shiseido, the largest cosmetics
company in Japan, started in 1872 as Japan’s first Western-style pharmacy
in Ginza, Tokyo.

“SHISEIDO THE STORE” has four floors, each serving various functions and
services.
Cosmetics are sold on the ground and 1st floors: products on the ground floor are
aimed at foreign tourists, and the 1st floor also houses a skin care salon. There is a
photo studio and a hair and make-up salon on the 2nd floor, and on the 3rd floor,
there is a cafe, event space and private booths for beauty consultations.
The main concept of the interior design was to integrate the common elements of
interior construction and makeup. When preparing a wall or floor, first you apply
the undercoat, then layers of paint or buffing, and finally a protective topcoat. Makeup follows a similar order. First you apply skin care, then primer and foundation for
the base, then touches of colour such as lipstick or eye shadow. These similarities
in the process inspired the concept of renovating the space to apply make-up to the
store’s interior using Shiseido products and related materials.
Paper made from thinly spread cotton pads was used on the walls; lit from
underneath, it gives off a soft glow.
Camellia oil- a key ingredient at Shiseido, especially in its hair care products- was
applied to natural, unprocessed wood, to give it a beautifully aged finish as time
passes. Eyeshadow was layered onto the walls with make-up brushes to give a
marble-like finish, and nail polish was mixed into the paint used for the ceiling art,
giving a subtle shimmer that catches the shifting light.
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Hidden touches like these have their roots in the Japanese sense of beauty and are a
fitting expression of Shiseido’s perspective.
The design motif has been derived from a silhouette of the camellia flower,
Shiseido’s icon since 1915. Forms of the motif, each inspired by techniques from
Japan’s traditional crafts, can be found throughout the space, it appears in the
form of columns, resembling sections of bamboo; as cut-outs in the style of Kirie-paper craft; in woven patterns resembling traditional baskets, and modelled like
traditional papier-mâché hariko.
Finally, string curtains were used behind the windows of the building. A traditional
decorative knot called awajimusubi was tied at specific points on the strings to form
the outline of a camellia flower when viewed from afar. The awajimusubi knot is a
traditional Japanese symbol which stands for a long-lasting bond and connection,
representing Shiseido’s desire to build an enduring relationship with its customers.
dw

thestore.shiseido.co.jp/english/
Photos : Takumi Ota, Keta Tamamura, Akihiro Yoshida
Design collaborator: onndo
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Jian Li Ju Theatre
Shanghai, China

T

he Jianliju theatre company, in an exciting examination of typology which
offers a unique spectator experience where the audience plays an integral part
of the performances and productions. As such the brief for their new premises
in Shanghai demands a careful architectural approach to the relationships between
space, event and movement. MDO, the architects selected to take on this mantle, have
addressed these conditions with a deliberate and exaggerated exploration of form,
lighting and circulation.
The practice has taken the cinematic expression of film noir and applied its heightened
sense of drama to the atmosphere within to create a sequence of contrasting spaces
that read as a montage of screenshots from a film reel.
With work of this nature, the architectural theory of Tschumi, especially the 1976
Screenplays project, is never far away and many of the formal strategies employed by
MDO directly reference the parallels with screen editing and the time-space nature of
architecture. Tools such as distortion, repetition and superimposition often used by
the great directors of the film noir scene have all been applied as a method to soak the
interior with all the atmosphere of a 50s Hollywood melodrama.
The theatre is accessed off a nondescript side-street in central Shanghai, the entrance
door hidden at the back of an antique furniture emporium. Visitors only arrive with
a time, location and number. From the door, a stair leads down into the darkness and
from there the circulation seeks to create a sense of departure from the world outside,
a deliberate act of disorientation initiated by a dark curved corridor that emphasises
low-key lighting and leads to the spaces inside.
The functions are organised into a linear arrangement of spaces, where the visitor is
prevented from going backwards as if following an unknown figure through the street
at night.
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Architecture Firm: More Design Office (MDO)
Status: Completed in 2017
Size: 930sqm
Address: B1 No. 301 East Hongsong Road,
Minhang District, Shanghai, China
Client: Jianliju Theatre Company
Photographer: Dirk Weiblen
Signage: Evelyn Chiu

The palette is simple, throughout monotone, minimal with a hint of texture through
the treatment of the plaster to give a lustre and depth to the spaces.
In contrast to the threshold sequence, the lobby is bright and lined with acoustic
panelling on the walls and benches creating a closed and soft environment—a moment
of respite before the performance begins and the drama is further heightened.
When it is time, each participant in the production enters a small changing space,
highlighted by an eerie number projected from a pinhole aperture on to the dark
corridor floor. In this space, reminiscent of a Lynch production set complete with
heavy velvet curtains, they are provided with a script and transform into character.
They emerge from a costume change into a small anti-chamber where the four
enclosing walls are asymmetrical, an unsettling space where the main focus is
on a number displayed through a magnifying glass giving stage directions to the
participating actors waiting in anticipation.
After the show concludes the sequence finishes with a hall of mirrors, one final nod
to the film reel and the cinematic traditions that their design engages with. Given
this final space is predominantly used for photographs and selfies, their last note is
intentionally witty, a critical reflection on the ambiguous relationship between actor
and audience that their architecture has curated throughout.
Company profile
MDO is an architectural and interior design practice based in Shanghai dedicated to
creating innovative and beautiful solutions bespoke to their clients’ needs. MDO give
equal weight to concept design and craftsmanship. Each project is tailored to suit its
context, and is delivered to maximize the challenges of time and budget.
Jaycee Chui
MDO was founded by Jaycee Chui in 2010. An ARB qualified Architect and interior
designer, Jaycee was born in Hong Kong and educated in the UK and Canada. She has
over 10 years of experience in London and Hong Kong, now based in Shanghai. Her
attention to detail is highly reflected in the quality of each project, bringing beauty and
elegance to everyday spaces.
Justin Bridgland
Justin Bridgland is a RIBA Chartered architect from London with over 13 years
working on award winning residential, commercial and office projects. With a solid
experience of delivering high-quality projects with awarding winning firms Squire
and Partners and RCKa in the UK, he moved to Shanghai in 2010 and has led a diverse
dw
range of architectural and interior designs across China.
www.moredesignoffice.com/jian-li-ju-theatre/
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265 West 45th Street

T

New York, United States

he project explores a novel and captivating tower typology which emerged
in New York in the last years — “The New York’s Super Slender”. Located
on a small, currently vacant site on West 45th St which footprint measures
at approx. 30x30m only, the tower rises to 400 m in height and provides modern,
ergonomic, sustainable office spaces for multi-floor corporate tenants. The project is
another take on a path which skyscraper design will likely be following in the coming
years, to meet extreme challenges of constrained and dense city centres, with their
shortage of big vacant lots, yet ever-growing demand for new properties.  
Form as an Outcome of Structural Concept The tower utilises an innovative structural
system, which solely determines its appearance. Due to the extremely constrained site,
the choice was to eliminate perimeter columns and substitute them by a set of steel
cables, which run and twist along the height of the tower, allowing for an ultralight, yet
sturdy structural assembly. The cables are anchored in a deep foundation, MEP zones
and tied back to the core at the upper structural ring. The spiral arrangement of the
cables—the “twist”—creates a force of surface tension, resulting in a “corset” holding
the insides contained, very similar to a candy which is held inside a wrap because its
ends are twisted (more details in the images’ captions). Architecturally, it becomes
simply an expression of the building’s structure— a sleek, minimal and futuristic
volume of reflective glass, a cylindrical tube which is also one of the most efficient
shapes for wind resistance. It is also abstract and aligns with technology-oriented
aesthetics. Solutions like circulating elevators and multi-story lobby with automatic
visitors’ dispatch systems connected to their mobile devices, accommodating higher
occupancy rates typical for office buildings. In redefining the street, the goal was to
design the block’s centrepiece which by its alien-like appearance would contribute to
the incredibly diverse, charging, energetic and ever-progressing built environment of
New York. A dazzling shine of reflective glass and chrome, modernity of aluminium,
and dynamic shapes are called to create a dominating presence and stature on 45th St,
increasing values of surrounding properties.
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“Halo” Entrance Canopy
One of the most distinctive features of the design is the “Halo” canopy—a toroid
volume soaring above the entrance plaza. Clad in reflective glass on the sides and in
bead-blasted chrome panels at the front and back, it subtly reflects the surroundings,
as well as definitely provokes an interest and desire to get closer, to walk in, to reveal
what is hidden behind such futuristic, drastically different form, unlike any other
tower canopy in Manhattan.
Entrance Lobby & Observation Deck With a common visual characteristic and
shared materials and design features, these two spaces are though different and each
captivating in its own respect. The entrance lobby, which greets a visitor with an austere
multi-story space, is a first glimpse into very modern, technology-driven interiors
of the tower. Surrounded by the dark canyon of Midtown, it still relies heavily on
artificial lighting, yet already perceives as a gateway into bright and light-filled spaces
of the offices and beyond, as the tower rises into the sky to leave behind the noise,
smoke and fuss of what we so lovely call “The Capital of the World”. In double-deck
elevators, visitors reach the vantage point—an observation deck at level 96, which
provides 360-degree unobstructed views of the city and allows to rest and meditate in
serene and light-filled space.  
High-Performance Façade A distinctive feature of the tower, it was scripted in
parametric software to wrap the smooth and curvilinear shape of the building and
panelise it into flat panels comprised of paired triangles. The slim (only 500 mm
in height) spandrel extends from the glazing panel above to allow for continuity of
glass reflections and prevention of leakage. Each panel is tilted for 1 degree towards
the inside of the building. The boxes which the cables run inside of are capped by
aluminium stamped panels with integrated and software-controlled rotating vents
for natural ventilation/conditioning. Tapered ends of slab allow for more daylight
penetration, yet high-performance glass coating blocks excessive thermal gain.
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Type of Project: Supertall Super Slender, Office Tower
Proposal Firm: RB Systems
Architect: Rustem Baishev
Floor Area: 38,000 m2
Year: 2018
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Ergonomic Workplace As part of the tower’s integrated design approach, the furniture
was also engineered to fit the space precisely. Due to the recently formulated risks
which prolonged seating poses on health of modern workers, it is crucial to equip
the space with ergonomic, sit-stand transformable furniture. The desks are hanging
from the ceiling on gas-lift arms which allow for an easy individual adjustment of
their height and rotation/position, as well as quick office layout/seats quantity
reconfiguration based on minute needs of a tenant. Digital communication systems
and video conference equipment allow a multi-floor tenant to cooperate effectively,
freeing the staff from frequent travels between the floors.
Tuned Mass Damper Due to extremely dense spatial arrangement of the tower, a
solution for locating a multi-ton tuned mass damper had to be non-trivial. The
idea was to design a toroidal damper, which will not take up space directly on top
of the core, to leave it free to locate elevator overruns and to provide continuity of
evacuation paths such as stairs inside the core. Thus, the damper circles the core with
even distribution of mass, and is software controlled to counteract sways caused by
high-velocity winds.
About RB Systems
RB Systems, founded in 2016 by Rustem Baishev, has its design methods rooted in
aggressive application of technology, and reimagines architecture as rather a field of
systems engineering, than a field of art. By designing buildings into moving, highperforming machines, which produce and save energy, interact with the wind, provide
more daylight, save materials, utilise innovative structural concepts and evolve into
new typologies. These aim at resolving the challenges of the built environment of
today and belief in architecture’s ability to change the world for the better.
Since its inception, the firm’s projects were recognised and featured by various
organisations and award programs including NASA, Space X, Architizer A+Awards,
AAP, American Society of Civil Engineers and others
dw
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De La Canardière Residence
Val-Morin, Canada

T

his residence was designed to enable a sister and brother to meet as a family on
special occasions and to unwind in contact with nature. This project sprouted
along the shores of a lake up in the Laurentians in a wooded area with a
significantly consistent slope. This elevation, which offers a bird’s eye view of the lake,
is the backbone for the development of this architectural concept—grasping hold of
the land through the blending of two areas intersecting one another. The parcelling out
of its shapes made its integration with the landscape possible. Its establishment forms
part of a circuit throughout a site where paths extend internally, creating views, such as
observation posts towards the surrounding landscape.
The upper area, which takes on the shape of a distinctive gabled-roof house, looks out to
the lake through a cantilever, while the lower area anchors to the slope. Both areas are
sliced at their intersections to give way to vertical circulation and to the entrance hall
below. This pivot space organises the entire internal circulation area and enables the core
of the building to connect with the outside.
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The lower floor has a more contemporary shape with its flat roofs and huge openings.
The living space, which is arranged on two levels, takes advantage of plunging views onto
the lake. On one end, a large screen shelter completes the lower area. A wide terrace is
arranged on the roof at the other end.
From the outside, sober colours and raw materials allow the project to assert itself in
full nuance as if it had emerged from the ground, respectful of its environment. The
black wood exterior finish unifies the composition under a zinc roof. Observed from the
lake, it gives the impression of a haven. The light wooden sections that illuminate the
dark structure as a whole may resemble the sun’s rays piercing through the clouds after
a storm.
About atelier BOOM-TOWN
Historically, the Boomtown house is associated with the “mushroom” towns created
near industrial complexes and mines in the years 1890–1920. It is easily recognised by
its simple facade and square shape. Its roof is flat or nearly flat, an innovation for the
time. The popularity of the Boomtown house was mainly due to increased space and low
construction costs.  
A century later, l’atelier Boomtown proposes a rereading of human scale buildings
architecture based on the original principles of the Boomtown house: Simplicity and
efficiency. Working with space, light and matter, l’atelier Boomtown designs contemporary
dw
houses, adapted to modern living.
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Completion Year: 2017
Area: 3600 ft2 with garage and screen porch
Architect: Atelier BOOM-TOWN
Interior Design: MJ DESIGN and atelier BOOM-TOWN
Structural engineer: GENIEX
General contractor: BOIS & NATURE CONSTRUCTION inc.
Photographer: STEVE MONTPETIT
Doors and windows: FABELTA
Cabinet: Bianchi
Plumbing: Batimat
Countertop and marble: Ciot
Staircase: Escalier Grenier
Lighting and furniture: Avant-Scène, Ligne Roset, Au Courant, Maison Corbeil
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ON THE
TERRACE

Joya Villas
Puntarenas, Costa Rica

W

hen one of their clients
bought a beautiful property
with a fantastic sea view,
but the property, however, had two
challenging complications to overcome.
The sight had a very inclined
topography, and their client wanted to
place two large homes into this very
small area. Their strategy was to try and
dematerialise the architecture by creating
lightweight frames that would sit on top
of one another, creating a light transition
between the slope of the land and the
overhanging trees below. From the ocean,
these homes feel entirely integrated as
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ON THE
TERRACE

3

if they were born out of the mountain,
with only the strong geometry of the
forms seen from far away. On the inside,
the client wanted crisp, clean interiors in
order to appreciate the incredibly lush
jungle feeling. Thus their primary goal
was to create a sanctuary for human
beings to inhabit the lush tropical jungle
in a comfortable setting where they can
appreciate it and actually be a part of it
and at the same time remain in a modern
dw
environment.
www.joyavillascr.com

• Location: Playa Santa Teresa,
Puntarenas, Costa Rica
• Date of Completion: December 2016
• Client: Joya Villas
• Area: 400m2
• Architecture Team:
• Design Director: Benjamin Garcia
Saxe
• Project coordinator: Laura Morelli,
Rogelio Quesada, Cesar Coto
• Alejandro Gonzalez
• Maribel Mora
• Julian Wiedenmann
• Construction Documentation:
Anthony Quiros, Christian Sanchez
• Builder: Dante Medri

photo mike hall

hope ... for the next generation.

3 - a range of contemporary outdoor furniture made with traditional iron smithing.

• hope •
CAPE TOWN

www.hopegf.com

traditional garden furniture

cape town - 136 lower main rd observatory - tel 021 448 7485
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Hostile Suburbia

F

or decades I have lived in one of
the leafy old Johannesburg suburbs,
idyllically called ‘The Parks’. As do
many residents, I walk my dog through
the tree-lined streets in the evenings, and
I am within walking distance of several
restaurants and convenience shops. The
inner suburban streets are tree-lined with
well-established trees, which is part of the
charm and appeal of the area.
There is a downside to this Paradise –
the perilous pavements. Some are neatly
lawned and trimmed, some have chequebook planting with sprinklers and no
walking space at all, others have bricked
or stone pathways interspersed with
gravel, others have rocks and hard stones
as a deterrent to loiterers and an open
invitation to rioters. There is no common
ruling on the surfaces. Apparently, the
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www.designingways.com

pavement spaces belong to the council,
but the individual homeowners are
responsible for their upkeep.
The pavements along the main
thoroughfares are shocking, with missing
covers for water metres or council service
access holes. They have been dug up for
the installation of wireless fibre, and
shoddily repaved. Brick paved driveways
have loose or missing edges. Overhead
advertising panels are often set so low that
you have to duck below them or get off the
pavement to get around them.
With my newfound status as a
grandmother, I am allowed to push my
grandson around in his pram. I thought I
would enjoy this treat, but what a mission:
some driveways have curbed edges, so I
have to manoeuvre the buggy up and over

these or risk the road. Some pavements
have such extensive planting so you can
only walk single file along them, there
is no room for even the neatest fourwheeler. There are some corners with
ramped edges, but these are few and far
between. And the cars and taxis, ratrunning through the quiet suburbs, are
lethal. They drive too fast, unaware of
pedestrians, with or without dogs and
prams, and hardly aware of circles and
stop signs.
It is a white-knuckle exercise to go
out on foot, despite the estate agents’
descriptions of the peaceful ‘Parks’.

Gill Butler
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BRIGHT
IDEAS

NO MORE CABLES – SOLAR SYSTEM

Welcome to Vinyl

F

uturistic but at the same time
romantic and nostalgic, simply
in one word: unique. Welcome
to Vinyl, the latest creation by Gianluca
Paludi, artistic director and designer at
Olympia Ceramica.
Observing it, you will have in front of
you an authentic musical console from
the 1980’s: the recessed basin is like the DJ
turntable on which sits a priceless vinyl,
the mixer is like the arm for switching
on the music on a record player, and it
consists of a stylus. The two handles for
volume control become the regulators
for water pressure and temperature.
The furniture console, completed by the
storage drawer, hosts a music amplifier
linked by Bluetooth, with the small
holes on the front indicating the speaker
location.
The total structure, that can be created
using different colours, houses a tempered
glass shelf, a towel rail and a comfortable
leather bag suitable for containing the
different kinds of accessories. The LED
mirror reveals lights both on the higher
and on the lower side, with the latter
replicating the music equaliser image.

BULY. A sphere lamp available in different sizes and ﬁnishes.
Waterproof FLOATING lamp that can be used on water without the need for cables.
Enjoy a wide range of colours thanks to its LED RGB system

by Gianluca Paludi
That’s because they were able to connect experiences
they’ve had and synthesize new things. -Steve Jobs

C

M

Vinyl: for those that appreciate
nostalgia, the years of the legends, or for
those who want to race to the future but
keeping an eye on the traditions, on the
rhythm, on the entertainment from the
funniest decades ever.

Creativity is just connecting things.
When you ask creative people how they
did something, they feel a little guilty
because they didn’t really do it, they just
saw something. It seemed obvious to
dw
them after a while.
www.archiproducts.com/en/designers/
gianluca-paludi
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There is no doubt that creativity is the most important
human resource of all. Without creativity, there would be
no progress, and we would be forever repeating the same
patterns.” -Edward De Bono

Cape Town
82 Sir Lowry Road,
Woodstock,

Johannesburg
Kramerville Place, Ground Floor,
14A Kramer Road,

Kramerville 2090
Town, 8001
Official DistributorsCape
of Vondom
Cape Town - Tel: 021 461 9078 | Pretoria - Tel: 012 342 1100
| Johannesburg
011 326 0560
011 262- Tel:
0202
021 461
9078
www.corefurniture.co.za
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B-Range in Snow White

TAYLOR ROLLER BLIND
COLLECTION
GOOD
UV CONTROL

GLARE &
HEAT REDUCTION

Contact us on 0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
for an obligation-free quote and expert advice.
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EASY
TO CLEAN

FLAME
RETARDANT

www.taylorblinds.co.za
@TaylorShutters

AUTOMATED
OR MANUAL

ANTIMICROBIAL

SUITABLE FOR
MOIST CONDITIONS

BLINDS & SHUTTERS

Est.1959

